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INTRODUCTION

In 1981 when I introduced the Wise Earth School of Ayurveda in New York the 
idea that you could determine your Ayurveda Body Type was a novelty. Through 
the process of learning your metabolic type, you will also discover an infinite num-
ber of answers about who you are at both your metabolic and emotional levels of 
innate constitution, which is truly a phenomenon when you consider that Western 
medical sciences continue to treat diseases symptomatically and are yet to deter-
mine the causes of disease.  Ayurveda has more than 10,000 years of active applica-
tion of its phenomenal diagnostic knowledge; it is the only known surviving sys-
tem of holistic medicine that has remained intact in the world.  

Western medicine developed from investigating the microcosm, the physical 
world of matter and microbes.  Ayurvedic medicine, however, sprang from a deep 
and penetrating inquiry into the macrocosm. A holistic system, Ayurveda cures by 
removing the source of disease, which can only happen after you identify the 
source of the disease—not just the symptoms. According to the Vedic seers, disease 
is caused by living in ways that transgress nature's laws and rhythms and by ignor 
ing our own innate wisdom—dissonant use of the mind and senses, eating improp-
erly, and ignoring our metabolic rhythms and the cycles of the seasons.

Learning your metabolic constitution is fun, and enlightening at the same time. 
You will learn about the doshas- bodily humors- along with the ways in which you 
are entwined with the cosmic elements. For example, the wind types, (Vata) have a 
tendency to be light, mobile, ungrounded, and continually in flight with elevated 
levels of psychic prowess. Fire types (Pitta) tend to move forward with great rapid-
ity at the speed of fire, have spicy temperaments, and are naturally focused and 
progressive by nature. Water types (Kapha) are slow, methodical, and oftentimes 
find themselves unduly attached to their fantasies. However, their sturdy constitu-
tions make them natural winners over the long haul. 

We should be careful, though, not to approach understanding our constitution as 
though it were a fad, i.e. “I am an Aries,” “You are Vata-Pitta.” This booklet can 
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truly bring you greater clarity of purpose.  In my earlier life, knowledge of Ayurv-
eda and its practices helped me heal from the devastation of ovarian cancer. In the 
more than 30 years that I have been practicing and teaching Ayurveda, I have 
learned innumerable lessons. Although the practices themselves do not change our 
karmas, in practicing them we change ourselves from within. The more we prac-
tice, the more poised and centered we become, and the more we are able to release 
the karmas that no longer serve our journey. Practice, practice, practice leads to 
awakening the heart to its true reality- awareness, our most sublime gift of con-
sciousness. You can expect that as you work through karmas you will experience 
obstacles along the way, get felled, feel fragmented, or torn apart. In this path of 
practice, we resolve natural karmic events by embracing everything that happens 
as part of the Divine Plan, non-separate from the process of divinization intended 
for your personal growth of awareness.

We live in an extraordinary culture where we can easily find out about our body 
types, our blood types, our generic composition, and culprit-genes that underscore 
a myriad of diseases and disorders. According to the Vedas, we live at the pinnacle 
of time when everything we have grown accustomed to is rapidly changing. In 
fact, in our lifetime a level playing field will be difficult to find. 
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CHAPTER I

COSMIC ROOTS

Ayurveda is rooted in India's most cherished scriptures known as the Vedas, 
which date to about B.C. 1500. Of the four Vedas, two of them—the Rig Veda and 
Atharva Veda- give detailed information about healing, surgery, and longevity. 
The Rishis, the holy bards of ancient India who compiled the Vedas, received 
their instruction and information internally. The Rishis, which literally translates 
as "seers" would immerse themselves in contemplation and meditation and 
would "see" the truth. They culled their information from the cosmos. While we 
could say that Western medicine sprang from a microscopic examination of the 
microcosm, the physical world of amoebas and cells, Indian medicine arose from 
a microscopic examination of the macrocosm, the sublime embracing silence that 
contains all knowledge and the sacred memory of all time, our cognitive mem-
ory.

Ayurveda is not only the ancient Indian science of preventative health and heal-
ing but also a philosophy of living.  Rarely treating the symptoms, Ayurveda 
cures by removing the cause of disease. From the rich legacy left us by the Rishis, 
we learn what we are now coming to know again in the West: transgressions 
against Nature's laws, against our own inner wisdom, are the cause of all dis-
ease. The disease may be either physical or karmic in origin.  Physical diseases 
are due to engaging in excessive use of our senses, improper eating, or ignoring 
the cycles of the seasons or our age. Karmic diseases result from incorrect actions 
performed in this or previous lifetimes. Around the eighth century in India, 

when rebirth became recognized as a truth, it became understood that the physical 
body was the only part of us that dies. Our psychic instrument, or antahkarana, 
which is composed of the intellect, mind, and ego, or ahamkara, travels with us 
lifetime after lifetime until we attain final liberation, or moksha.

This book concerns itself with both types of transgressions because, in fact, they 
cannot be separated. As long as we are ignoring a karmic condition, we cannot be 
whole; as long as we are ignoring a natural law, we will remain fragmented.

Ayurveda removes the cause of disease by righting these transgressions and re-
establishing balance to our system. To treat our entire cosmic nature, we must ad-
dress all the component parts of a human being. According to Ayurveda, we are 
composed of three bodies: physical, astral, and causal. This translates into body, 
mind, and soul in Western terms. The antahkarana exists within the astral body. 
The physical form was given to us as a vehicle for practicing sadhanas, or whole-
some activities which has been the basis of our work for the past 30 years at the 
Wise Earth School of Ayurveda. Through these practices we are able to understand 
our three bodies, or the three aspects of our nature. Food, breath and sound which 
contain the memory of all time, are extremely potent medium for bringing balance 
to our being.

According to the Rishis, from pure consciousness arose the sound of OM. In turn, 
the Five Great Elements took birth. These five elements take the form, in the hu-
man body, of the three doshas, or bodily humors. It is from these doshas that our 
individual constitution- our prakrit- is formed. (We will see more on the Body 
Types, shortly). As we come to identify ourselves with these primal elements, we 
create a bridge that allows us to climb back to the sky: we approach our cosmic 
roots. The Brihadaranyaka Upanishad informs, “The Self is the origin of all finite 
happiness, but it is itself limitless, transcending definition. It remains unaffected 
by deeds, good or bad. It is beyond feeling and beyond knowledge.  It is the ever 
present in the meditation of a sage.”

According to the Vedas, human birth is the most difficult to attain in the karmic 
cycle. It is the greatest act of transformation that a human being experiences. Free 
will is our divine birthright, as are our capacities for self-reflection and distraction. 
It is distraction that has, in part, created our present state of confusion and chaos. 



The earth existed billions of years before our arrival a mere three and a half million 
years ago. As the planet ages and we grow in universal wisdom and come to know 
the beauty of cosmic magnetism among all life-forms, we will begin to know our-
selves. Presently we are preoccupied with our individual selves and external pur-
suits that distance us from the throb of planetary harmony. The universe is a cohe-
sive entity held in majestic motion by space and her magic grasp. To be obsessed 
with our goal-oriented quest for personal uniqueness, and success, while ignoring 
this life- giving space and all she contains, is to behave like immature adolescents. 
Conversely, to be obsessed with the woes of our planet and lose sight of the true 
self, which is consciousness and awareness, is equally immature.

Memory of life as unified and essential must begin to serve us again. Billions of 
atoms traveling throughout the universe become absorbed into billions of life-
forms, including those of our own bodies.  According to the Vedas, the entire body 
is totally renewed every seven years. Nevertheless, disease persists beyond the cy-
cles of renewal because we are unable to make the transition from our separate 
and experiential selves into the state of being at One with our whole cognition. We 
live in the past and future, prisoners trapped by concepts of time and space. In 
truth, the endless and timeless present is always with us and filled with possibility. 
We need only to remember this- to be still within our true nature, to be present in 
our activities and observations, to discard memories belonging to hearsay, beliefs 
and habits that can't be verified, to simply be and to live.

This conscious self is referred to in the Vedas as the Atman, or the Indwelling 
Spirit. This self is the source of our true balance. Health is not the separate pursuit 
of the perfect body, or the forging of an intellectual mind, or even austere practices 
for the spirit. The life to which the sages refer in Ayurveda is the solid union of 
body, mind, and spirit.  It is a balance of these three factors, and the further integra-
tion of each self with nature, family, and all living beings. When we recognize frag-
mentation to be the source of all illness, we may begin to benefit from the practices 
of a holistic life.

The word “dosha” literally means "that which has a fault," a system that is quick to 
change. Doshas are the basis of our Body Types. This definition given by the an-
cients infers that our physical and psychological body is always in a state of flux, 

readily available to leap out of balance. Every manifestation is essentially en-
dowed with change. It is through our fragmentary, imperfect existence that we can 
learn how to invite the cognitive self. As we come to reside more and more in the 
cognitive self, we are increasingly able to approach the conscious self, or Atman. 
We were not meant to strive for perfection at least not in of our experiential body. 
Consciousness is our only perfection, and the path to this perfection is simply 
awareness. The more awareness we develop, the more love we bring to the organ-
ism of life.  Within the perimeters of our lives, we can strive to attain balance in 
our dynamic and quick-to-err nature, and in the unfolding process aspire to the 
knowledge of the self, as being unified with the nature of the absolute. This su-
preme, unfolding nature is the true character of our spirit. We can aspire to this per-
fection, for it is the only perfection. It is burdensome to attempt to maintain a per-
fect body, a perfect life, and perfect health, for the demands of such striving steal 
the vital force from life. What we can reasonably do is aspire to a life of balance, 
without desperate measures. It releases the harmful focus of a mind set in perfec-
tion and a will steeped in inimical reversals. Ayurveda is the pursuit of balance on 
the path of practice. A life in harmony has no extremes and very little fragmenta-
tion. What is the single most critical composition within the human organism that 
makes it so challenging to attain this state of harmony? We can say, it is the ego, or 
ahamkara.
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SECTION 1

A HEALTHY AHAMKARA

The Vedas define ahamkara as the individual self, the vehicle bestowed upon each 
of us at birth to facilitate our particular life's journey. It is often referred to as the 
ego, but not in the Freudian sense of the word. Rather, ahamkara is the essence of 
the remembering self, an aspect of the self that is refined through the process of 
multiple rebirths. The ahamkara contains not only the individual self with its expe-
riential memories of this life, but also the cognitive self with its collective memo-
ries of all time—past, present, and future. Each life is a journey toward the even-
tual attainment of knowledge of the Atman. The ahamkara— through cognitive 
memory—is our primary bridge to that knowledge.

To give an analogy, if one bead on a rosary represents your present lifetime, the 
rest of the beads on the thread of ahamkara are your past and future lives. The ro-
sary as a whole, being more than the sum of its parts, holds the collective memo-
ries of all species in the cosmos. When we meditate or practice sadhana-  especially 
food sadhanas, which invoke cognitive memory- we can access this timeless past 
and future, and intrinsically know the present.  Ahamkara is conditioned from life 
to life through conception in the womb. The ego's identity is influenced by the ma-
ternal ovum, the paternal sperm, the time and season of conception, the state of 
the mother's womb, the foods and emotions of the mother, and the seasons 
through which the embryo grows.

The core of the Ayurvedic science of health is based on our inborn constitution, 
also called our prakriti. Karmic or causal factors also affect our individual birth. 
Ahamkara registers each and every behavior, whether conscious or unconscious, 
from the inception of each life. Ahamkara controls the millions of cells of the im-
mune system. When both experiential and cognitive memories are fresh and clear, 
we are able to safeguard the organism against the invasion of mental and physical 
diseases. When the ahamkara, the individual ego, is displaced, fragmented, or 
shifted from its primal source of universal at-one-ment, it leaves the immune proc-
ess vulnerable and volatile. This is the very first cause of ill health.

In the formative stages of life, when the ego is defenseless, protection by parents 
and teachers is necessary. When these primary guardians falter, the young mind, 
exercising its singular defense, insulates itself and blocks its natural outflow of ex-
pression. The result is the beginning of a weak ego, and oftentimes a lack of self-
worth. As this life reaches early adulthood, certain patterns of defense and isola-
tion have already formed. It is immensely difficult for this person to initiate the 
process of opening painful childhood wounds. These inflictions remain raw and 
unhealed within the gray shelters of the mind until that individual finds the cour-
age to expose the damaged self, or is forced by providence through a difficult pas-
sage, like a deadly disease, to face and accept the fragmented ego. This marks the 
beginning of the healing process.

The practice of reparative sadhanas and a meditative life are necessary to become 
conscious and alive to each moment. Through sadhanas we can attain more and 
more constant awareness of the whole cognitive self. The process of healing may 
take many lifetimes, but the very process inspires the indweller to shine, and re-
flect its beauty on the world. External pursuits of health are a waste of time and 
energy. They have created profitable mega-industries for those empowered by 
their own fragile sense of the holistic. They have also granted divergence to those 
who choose ever newer veils to shroud their pain. Essentially, there is no alterna-
tive to the process of achieving salubrious well-being. It is hard and dedicated 
work requiring great compassion for, and honesty with, ourselves. Our own heal-
ing begins with forgiving our protectors, who were also helpless prey to their own 
difficult circumstances.
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Acceptance of ourselves as we are is the greatest health of all. For this, time stands 
still. The accomplishment of inner quiet, signifying peace of mind, removes years 
of aging. As we begin to nurture the wounds of the ego, we find that time actually 
reverses itself and we gain youth. Immortality is maintained by living in the pre-
sent, without moments or minutes. This is the foundation of holistic health.
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SECTION 2

OUR TIMELESS NATURE

There is a beautiful story in the Puranas that discusses the concept of time. 
Narada, in search of knowledge of the Self, approached Lord Krishna and asked 
"What is maya?" Lord Krishna replied, "Before I reveal maya, I need a drink of wa-
ter."

Narada spotted a small village in the distance and made his way there to get wa-
ter. When he knocked on the door of a small house in the village, a beautiful dam-
sel opened the door, and he completely forgot his reason for being there. He was 
caught in the brake of love. The next day he returned, just to catch one glimpse of 
the exquisite creature. Still he had no memory of the thirsty Lord, whom he kept 
waiting.

In time, Narada was wed to this damsel, and she bore him three children. They 
lived a happy and contented life. After many years, his father-in-law died and 
Narada inherited his house. Twelve years passed. There was a great flood and 
Narada lost everything- his wife, children, and house.  In his attempt to save his 
family, he was washed ashore. When he looked up, he beheld Lord Krishna in the 
same spot he had left him so many years ago.  "Narada, what took you so long?" 
asked the Lord. "I have been waiting here for you for half an hour!"  Twelve years 
of human time had been only a drop of half an hour in celestial time.  That is the 
truth of maya, the material aspect of the universe. 

Physical time is different from the time that prevails over the spirit. How often 
have years elapsed between a visit to our loved ones, yet when we embrace them 
again, the time in between seems to never have happened. Where is the truth of 
time in the dream state, when we lose ourselves in timelessness? Elaborate braids 
of dreams occur within split seconds of time as we know it. Cognition happens in 
a similar manner. Not organized sequentially within the time and space of exis-
tence, cognition is rather a split second opening into a vastness which has neither 
beginning nor end. We experience reality in a partial, self-absorbed manner, flutter-
ing from the boughs of life. The truth of all time is refined within our memory. 
This cognitive memory is the entire creation held in stasis within a tiny seed. The 
seed is the self.

In terms of time and space, we live with a cosmic equation. On one side of the 
equation we exist in a time-bound reality, where our experiences are formed 
through cultures, traditions, families, and societies. We have charted the progress 
of the sun and moon and invented a time cycle of a three hundred-and-sixty-five 
day year, a twenty-four hour day, a seven day week, a sixty second minute, and so 
on.  We continuously adapt to the seasons of the year.  We have a light cycle in 
which we perform our activities and a dark cycle in which we rest and replenish 
our bodies and minds. This part of the equation I call our experiential time.

Experiential time varies for each species of the universe. The gods or super hu-
mans experience time in a sweep much too vast for the human mind to fathom. In 
the puranic story, a half hour of celestial time was twelve years of human exis-
tence. It is said in the Upanishads that one night to Brahma the creator equals 
some millions of years of human time. The time cycles for land and aquatic ani-
mals, as well as birds, are not confined to a precise schedule. These creatures adapt 
themselves to the light and dark cycles and to seasonal changes; they live more on 
the other side of the equation, that of timelessness. 

The dolphin traveling deep within the womb of the sea experiences a heightened 
pulse rate and vibratory frequency associated with a state of timeless awareness. 
The human experiences a similar vibratory fluidity during its embryonic state. 
While suspended in the water of life, an embryo sustains a heart rate of 160 beats 
per minute. On arrival into the time-bound atmosphere of external space, air, fire, 
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water, and earth, the heart rate drops dramatically.  In the process of birth, vibra-
tory rate becomes less fluid and the timeless memories of creation become 
squelched.  As a human species, we have adapted to charting our progress 
through the time-bound passage. We came equipped with mind and senses for 
proper navigation.

According to the wisdom shared in the Vedas, animals are considered the embodi-
ments of the timeless spirit of consciousness. In the shamanic tradition, the dol-
phin is considered the one aquatic animal that knows of dream time, or the time-
less nature of our cognition. The hawk, which soars beyond the time zone and re-
turns to remind us of our timeless nature, is called the messenger of the Great 
Spirit.

If we want to know our timeless nature, we need to examine our unique attrib-
ute—our will, our power of choice and self-reflection. This divine human acquisi-
tion has in part been the source of much of our present confusion. Because of our 
composition—our physical body, mind, and senses—we feel compelled to live 
within a time-bound state. The body seems propelled by the mind, which is led by 
the senses, which in turn are influenced primarily by time-constrained percep-
tions. In reality, the senses are employed by the mind, and the mind is hired by the 
will, our great source of self-reflection. Often million species, we are the one spe-
cies whose refinement, through the passage of some twenty billion years, yields a 
most stupendous reward: The ability to live fully within the balance of the time-
bound and the timeless. It is only in our timeless nature that the source of full cog-
nition prevails. And it is only through this time-bound journey of rebirths that we 
are able to inquire into our timeless nature.

At the end of every day we fall into slumber to be rejuvenated. When we are in 
deep sleep we resonate with our cosmic nature and are renewed in the bosom of 
silence. As a result, we are able to sustain our dream nature throughout the time-
bound activities of the day. Our cognitive memories are not the function of the 
sense organs, mind, or will. They are the result of recognizing our ageless and time-
less nature. We do so through the practice of meditation, still observation, deep 
sleep, and food sadhanas, as revealed in my books, the Living Ahimsa Diet and 
Ayurveda: A Life of Balance.
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SECTION 3

TAPPING MEMORY COGNITIVE

Often when we have a gut feeling, a sixth sense, or a deja vu, we dismiss it as a mo-
ment of misperception. Actually, it is during these moments that we are truly con-
scious. The antics of body and mind have been quiet enough for a splinter of truth 
to unveil itself. For a moment we have been linked, ever so frailly, to another bead 
on the rosary, or mala, of cognitive memory. This memory guides us through the 
beads of all the lives, until the mala of all existence is complete and we merge with 
pure consciousness. We can permanently access this essential memory only when 
our actions become as One with the rhythms and movements of Mother Earth.

During the last year of my bout with cancer, I had been anaesthetized eleven 
times. For this reason, my final operation was done without general anesthetic. I 
remember that, through my intense pain, the memories that came to comfort me 
were serene and simple. During the eight-hour procedure, I saw my guts pulled 
out of my stomach and smelled the deep brine and blood of being. I heard my fa-
ther sing "Red River Valley," one of his old favorite tunes. I was taken back to the 
age of three or four and heard the plop, plop of shoes on smooth black mud, as my 
sister and I were carried on a long dirt path to visit my favorite aunt. I felt the cool-
ness of her hut, which was daubed with cow dung. The eastern light streaming in 
through the small aperture of the dwelling enveloped me, and I was transported to 
the truth of my being. My sister and I must have spent many days in that faraway 

hut, surrounded by the brambles of gooseberry bushes and the briers of sweet cha-
meli flowers. Swathed in cognition, time stood still.

This is an example of how we tap cognitive memory; it is by means of our deepest 
vibratory field, which lies within the element of space. The gravitational field of 
space is also the field of sound and prana, or breath. Our memory, held by aham-
kara, resonates within this field. When the field of sound and space is distorted, it 
directly impinges the prana body and we begin to lose connection with our eternal 
vibrations. Humanity's misuse of the earth's resources directly relates to the slack-
ening of the gravitational grasp of space. As a result, our capacity to hold eternal 
memory, which is received through cosmic vibration, is wearing thin.

In meditation, we are taught to silence the mind and sit in the self. In understand-
ing this silence, we begin to understand the self. True meditation is dynamic; it 
goes far beyond sitting in silent postures. When it springs from a deeply conscious 
place within, meditation pervades every action. The beauty of the self is that it 
shows us how to step out of our shadows and bask in its light, if we are alert and 
undistracted by the cacophony of living. This cognitive self is available to us 
through our daily sadhanas, specific to each Body Type. These wholesome prac-
tices refine our vibratory powers and enable us to strengthen the spirit. Through 
our endless capacity for distraction and superficial countenances, we have lost ac-
cess to our inner guide, cognitive memory. Without it, we are becoming a universe 
of living amnesiacs. Knowledge of the life force is not new. We have almost all 
known it at some time in our past, but we have forgotten. Now we need to strum 
the chords of ahamkara so that we may remember the immortal secrets of all life 
and health.

We must scrutinize the mechanism we employ in accepting something to be a 
truth. More than two- thirds of the information stored in our present-life (experien-
tial) memory bank consists of invalid memories. Every moment of each day we 
form opinions based on inaccurately remembered or incomplete data. In this way 
we accrue false and useless information. These opinions, in their turn, are invaria-
bly filed into memory without resolve. We compile memory data with every 
breath. Sifting through the details of everything that comes to our attention is a stu-
pendous task. That is why the ancients exhort us to listen with a discriminating 
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heart and refrain from jumping to conclusions. As we begin to become more alert 
and observant of our intake, we will gradually store less invalid information in our 
memory banks.

A valid memory is one that can be verified as accurate and which, therefore, reso-
nates with universal truth. If we refrain from condemnation and hasty conclusions, 
the truth usually reveals itself. All traditions were founded originally on universal 
truths. Unfortunately, the demise of many traditions is due, in part, to the karmas 
accumulated from corruption, personal greed, and selfish power. The mind of the 
universe is sustained in good health only when her memory holds the imprint of 
valid experiences. The human mind functions in the same manner.

Just as a lie cannot exist in honesty and a fish cannot survive in clay, so the invalid 
cannot be stored in an observant mind. The practice of sadhanas within the har-
monic resonance of nature awakens us to these memories. They come through our 
vibratory field in a subtle and decisive way, without a big bang. These simple 
guides barely leave an impression, and yet the conviction of the choices we make 
as a result of this remembering is unshakable. Ayurveda teaches us that whole-
some practices are essential to dissolve our excess of invalid memories and to main-
tain a healthy and honest cognition. They are the gift that the universe gave hu-
mans to self-cleanse and live gently upon the earth.

We experience creation through the two-pronged ahamkara: the experiential (indi-
vidual) self and the cognitive (collective) self. Every being has an inherent memory 
refined from the beginning of time. When the fawn wobbles on its lanky legs min-
utes after birth, the memory of its species, from the very first fallow deer, is sus-
tained. According to the Vedas, memory of all lives is remembered by the human 
embryo at the exact moment it leaves its watery domain and begins to emerge into 
the open world. After this passage, we gradually lose cognition of our magnificent 
inheritance and begin to function experientially.

Lymph, blood, muscle, fat, bone, marrow and nerves, and sperm and ovum—the 
seven vital tissues or dhatus of Ayurveda—carry the memories that shape the 
body and mind of each organism. Through these memories each life-form is able 
to adapt to the demands of its present environment and to function through all re-
births. The memory of each individual life, as well as the collective existence of the 

universe, is forever braided into the fabric of our being. These braided karmic im-
prints, which give us our singular identity, are referred to in Sanskrit as samskaras. 
Every species is a form of remembering. The mountain goat has the memory of 
eons stamped in the structure of its feet, a structure that defies gravity. This crea-
ture was understood by the sages to be the living symbol of freedom—freedom 
from the cycle of rebirths. Aja, the Sanskrit term for goat, means "the one that has 
transcended birth." The original human tribes knew the memory of the universe 
because they observed the wild animals with which they shared the earth. The 
early humans knew their own nature and sought to discover their cognitive mem-
ory by conquering wild animals. When they did so, they inherited that animal's 
power and what it symbolized. Essentially they sought to remember that which 
was forgotten in the brilliant flash of birth. We are given infinite clues and symbols 
in this universe to stir cognitive memory. The animals and plants are powerful 
guides, but every grain of sand can remove the fog surrounding remembrance 
when we learn to observe. 

Learning your Body Type and the practices that support you is a potent step to 
awakening the deeply embedded healing codes that are part of the emergent cogni-
tion of a timeless universe. There are many practices that, when practiced with con-
sistency, yield great inner fortitude and stir cognitive remembering. A simple walk 
through the forest, sitting in the river or ocean, riding a horse, walking barefoot on 
the early morning grass, digging into the soil, sowing seeds in a garden, sitting in 
the self, observing silence, prayer, chanting, practicing yoga asanas, dancing, do-
ing tai chi, hiking in the mountains, swimming in a stream, smelling unplucked 
fruits in an orchard—these are just a few of the endless sadhanas that erase the in-
valid and give life to the primal, cognitive self.

When we walk, run, or climb, each cell recalls its cognition from the beginning of 
life. The land itself holds the cumulative cognizance of all ten million species. Our 
motions, our actions, set the stage for remembering. When we behold the beauty 
of a stream glittering in sunlight, or taste the nectar of a freshly ripened peach—
even in passive moments, when our skin is brushed by the wind or our nostrils 
flooded by the fragrance of a flower, we are experiencing the elements—we are stir-
ring cognitive memory.
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Every food, every motion, every dream is memory of past and future. All vital 
memory is congealed within these three aspects of the whole. To realize that we 
are the inherent “knowers of the elements” is to remember from the beginning to 
the present. When we observe ourselves within the primacy of nature, we begin to 
thaw the frozen cognition of our being. The five elements continuously transmute 
into each other to create atoms, molecules, minerals, foods, and life-forms. Food is 
the keeper of all five elements; in its transformation the body of life is formed. Our 
cognitive relationship to food can unravel the vast mystery of being in time and 
space. As you will see in my earlier books, the Living Ahimsa Diet and Ayurveda: 
A Life of Balance, food takes us through the complete cycle of being, from the origi-
nal cosmic seed to the fragile sprout, to the flourishing plant and its fruits—our 
sustenance. 

We need to perceive this Earth as a referent of our being. We are all formed from 
the same ingredients as the tree and animal. The Earth is our physical body and 
Water is its fluid; Fire is the acids and enzymes of the body; Air is the prana and 
breath, and Space is the vibration of all vital systems together. The wholesome 
smell of Earth stirs fresh memory. Water allows us to taste and discern life. Fire en-
ables us to digest the universe and transmute its cosmic intelligence; it gives us vi-
sion and sight. As well, Fire gives us the power to continually renew our observa-
tion—each moment contains a powerful potential for transformation. Air allows us 
to feel, to touch, to know. It is the gauge with which we measure our progress. The 
joy we feel pushes us forward into our cosmic nature; the pain we feel pushes us 
forward as well. Both happiness and sorrow allow us to review our growth. Space 
gives us the power to resonate within our observation and cognition. (We are ulti-
mately taught the cosmic truth by sound and harmonic resonance.) The pull of 
Space is ever so subtle, the power ever so strong. The primal sound of being exists 
in this pull. Food, motion, and dream are all held within the stillness of Space. Our 
infinite nature as humans is born from the Water of life and resolved in the Space 
of God.

We hold the memory of the five elements in our physical body. The memory of 
Earth is kept in the heart; the memory of Water is stored in the kidneys; the mem-
ory of Fire is kept in the intestines; the memory of Air is held by the lungs; the 
memory of Space is stored in the brain.

Each of us contains a unique configuration of Earth, Water, Fire, Air, and Space 
within ourselves. In the human constitution, the five elements of nature are trans-
muted into the three doshas: Vata, Pitta, and Kapha. Known respectively as the 
Air, Fire, and Water principles, Vata has Space and Air as its dominant elements, 
Pitta has Fire as its dominant element, and the dominant elements of Kapha are 
Water and Earth.

First though, before we explore the vast field of your Body type, we will examine 
how these five elements form the five bodies, the panchakosha, of the universe 
and of man. This doctrine of the five bodies, or sheaths, was first described in the 
Taittiriya Upanishad.
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SECTION 4

THE FIVE BODIES ~ OR SHEATHS 

The Food Body: Earth and Water (Kapha)

" I am food. I am the consumer of food. I eat the consumer of foods, 

! I consume the whole universe.  - Taittiriya Upanishad

Annamaya, the first layer of the material self, is sustained by food. The earth and 
water of the universe are the counterparts, on a massive scale, of the earth and wa-
ter elements in our own bodies. They make up the food body of humans and other 
life-forms. The essential elements of life feed both our inner and outer nature. Es-
sentially we are formed from soil, air, rain, and light that nourish the food we eat 
from the plant kingdom. It takes food for us to be sustained and grow; it then re-
turns to feed the earth and springs up again in a new life. In the light of conscious-
ness, this cycle continues until all obstacles to penetrating our true nature are re-
solved. In perceiving the external foods of earth as distant from our food body, we 
have embarked on a rapid cycle of self-demise. As a result of four hundred years 
of technological thinking, we have become densely self-absorbed. We are savagely 
raping the planet for food without recognizing that in fact we are violating our-
selves.

From the more than ten million species that remain on the planet, we are losing 
one million every thirty years. Unless our earth can miraculously replenish herself, 
we will be extinct in three hundred years, the fastest extinction rate of any species. 
The Earth is losing her powers of continuance due to the ravages of technology, 
and to our removal from cognitive memory.

The food body of the universe and her species has been on a sharp decline for the 
past five hundred years. In its wake, the industrial and technological revolution 
has left us with a hoard of new and fatal diseases. The diseased planetary food 
body is also the diseased human food body—the planet and her life- forms suffer 
analogous afflictions at the same rate of deterioration. The idea of an inside-
outside division is a myth. Similarly, if the patience and endurance of all life-forms 
were measured and added together, they would correspond directly to the endur-
ance and patience of this amazing planet. Perhaps the species that has contributed 
least to the vast evolutionary score is the human.

Without a healthy food body, we cannot remember. Without a healthy food body, 
the planet too shall forget. Acorns will embed themselves in the soil and begin to 
sprout tomatoes, and we humans will probably applaud this abhorrent distortion. 
Cognitive memory is carried in the impulse and throb of everything that has ex-
isted through the passage of billions of years, from the beginning of time and 
space. Food is the most vital link to our entire history of cognition. The food body 
is the most tangible form connecting us to universal consciousness. Ironically, it is 
this very density of form that prevents easy access to the subtle and pervasive 
forces of awareness. Unless we are able to use our holy vision and see the matter-
body as densely packed energy, we will not be able to shed our delusion of body/ 
consciousness alienation.

We have turned upon ourselves. Through time, our cultural heritage and family 
traditions have dissipated and the values intrinsic to them have collapsed. We 
have gradually moved away from the core of intelligence and are held in the myo-
pia of cosmic amnesia. The cords of balance have become invisible. Human food is 
defined in the Vedas as that which is rooted in the earth. Yet animals are being sav-
agely and indiscriminately killed as fodder for humans. We are losing the vision of 
the ancient shamans and seers. They remembered the self-supporting principle of 
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life. They knew the tree, water, sky, air, soil, light, animal, and human to bear the 
same immanence as the universe. As humans we have the power of self-reflection. 
This unique quality is felt through instinctual resonance by the whole cosmos ex-
cept by the very species that possesses it. We incur the forces of separation and iso-
lation through our vain egoist attitude and false primacy over nature.

Food is our most vital link to cognitive remembrance. When the harvest is planted, 
reaped, and used in a salubrious way, the valid memory of all time will come to 
our aid. Unless we can remember, we cannot even begin to reflect on, much less 
contribute to, the continuance of a healthy planet. The old pine that stood before 
me for centuries remembers when to drop her cones and her needles. The oak 
knows when to let go of her leaves and when to bud again. Each tree knows its de-
velopment to be gradual and gentle. It is in no hurry to leap into the sky. It has no 
separate awareness from the earth in which it is rooted. Every microorganism 
knows instinctively how to protect, flourish, or recede to balance the dignity of the 
earth. This instinctual knowing is the retention of memory deeply transmuted 
within the DNA of all life-forms. Because of the complexities of the human form, 
equipped as it is with will, choice, and self-reflection, we have greater burdens to 
master. As a highly developed species in the evolutionary prime of its extinction 
cycle, we are pressed to consider our excesses and lack of observation. As our pow-
ers of observation and inquiry replace our self-absorption we can hope to vibrate 
with more maturity.

An impaired food body indicates that the earth and water elements are dysfunc-
tional. These elements make up the Kapha principle, the main structural support 
of creation. This Kapha principle, which is also in all living entities, lubricates the 
universe and holds her together. Diseases associated with the vitiation of Kapha 
proliferate at the present time. The sticky glutinous stuff that gels our cells to-
gether and glues us to the universe is beginning to erode. The earth is losing her 
magnetism and her ability to absorb. All degenerative diseases occur as a result of 
deterioration of this stuff that seals us together.

The spell that once compelled humans to observe nature is broken. The spell, 
which beckoned us to bask in the glow of the moon to transform and cool our ener-
gies, or to restore our solar body through the rays of the sun, is now an inertia into 

which we sink deeper with each day. The replenishing walk through the woods 
and the swim in the open stream or river are quickly becoming faint specks of yes-
teryear.

Earth

As we continue to damage our external food body, our earth, we witness an enor-
mous increase in Kapha disorders. Life-forms are becoming more liquid, denser, 
heavier, colder, cloying, and cloudy. This is reflected in lung congestion and its rela-
tive, grief. Tonsillitis and sinusitis, and their corresponding frustration and inertia, 
are on the increase. Extreme conditions, such as obesity, anorexia, and bulimia, pre-
dominate as never before, with their matching emotions of attachment and greed.

The stickiness of the universe helps heal our wounds. It fills the open spaces of 
earth with abundant foliage, flowers, fruits, and herbs. It supports memory reten-
tion. Kapha directs moisture and immunity to the nucleus of the universe, to 
buffer the natural forces of entropy that accompany her long existence. Kapha 
alone lubricates the circulatory and nervous systems of Earth and her life-forms, 
and so helps maintain a constant immunity.

When we inflict damage to the food body, we are breaking down a system that has 
been stoic and almost impenetrable. We are undermining Kapha's dignity. As 
Earth's magnetism loosens and her electrical impulses weaken, we drift farther 
away from the core of remembering. Kapha's patience is extensive and her forgiv-
ing expansive; she is the Mother Nature whom we applaud. She is the maternal 
protector and spirit of the universe. If we observe her even now, in the dismal 
hours, she will respond with vital resonance, for it is her nature that is deeply em-
bedded in our Kapha nature.

Water

The waters of the earth are the primal birthing element of all life. All elements are 
fathered by space and resolve into water. The greatest factor in memory is taste, 
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and only the water element of Kapha can provide us with this faculty. Plants, and 
thus all food for humans, are totally dependent on water. The conch shell bears the 
memory of billions of years of ocean life, and through its form and sound we expe-
rience the primal circadian rhythm of timeless existence. The conch has kept its spa-
tial memory intact because the sea has sheltered it. The cosmic sea and river shel-
ter all life. They swallow the negative energies of the living and cleanse us. The 
Ganges has remained a holy and healing source of water despite the human waste, 
decay, and debris she has carried for hundreds of years. The Hudson River and the 
rocks of New York City also imbibe the pain of the human spirit and yet miracu-
lously manage to hold all together.

The Water element is sweet and cool. She anoints and lubricates the smooth func-
tioning of the body. She contains the cosmic memory of all taste. When we taste 
wholesome foods, we remember all time. Smell is created by the Earth. When we 
smell the Earth's natural fragrance, we remember all time.  The Earth element is 
the magnetic energy that is perceived in the form of molecular configurations by 
the nose. Because Water, Earth, and the electrical and magnetic forces of the uni-
verse are inseparable, they are symbolized by the twin deities Apah and Prithivi in 
the Hindu scriptures.

The Prana Body: Air and Space (Vata)

Pranamaya, the second layer of material self, is sustained by the breath. Wind and 
air are to the universe what the prana body is to humans, and all life-forms. The 
prana body is more subtle than the food body. This vital air is responsible for all 
bodily functions and urges. The ahamkara, which stores memory, is fed by prana. 
All remembrances expressed in human urges are activated by breath.

All of our past and future is held in the space of ahamkara. Our urges, such as the 
urge to write, paint, create music, sing, dance, use computers, procreate, have a 
relationship, love, hate, eat, or evacuate are rooted in the ahamkara. Through it, we 
are unconsciously predisposed to certain likes and dislikes, images of ourselves, 
quirks, compensatory behaviors, resistances, insecurities, emotional soft spots, and 
physiological and psychological tendencies of all kinds. When we are able to prop-

erly access the memory files through specific sadhanas, we no longer need to be 
victim to these tendencies; we are guided from moment to moment in our action 
and service to the cognitive self. The universe gave us sadhanas as a natural means 
of remembering. Hypnosis, regression therapy, and other similar forced techniques 
are unnatural ways of remembering cognitive details, the effects of which may be 
more harmful than helpful to our vital harmonic system.

Each layer of consciousness is interlaced with other layers. The prana dosha of the 
planet is the Vata dosha in the human. When the food body of the planet and its 
inhabitants is violated and plundered, the whole balance of prana is disrupted, 
both internally and externally. Outside, the inevitable harsh storms and killing 
winds begin, bringing with them the swift karmas of Vata diseases within our bod-
ies. The natural shifting and decline of an aging planet does not fully account for 
the distortion of our seasons or other unnatural occurrences and diseases. These 
are propelled by humankind tampering with its own nature. Once the food body is 
diseased, the prana body suffers. Memory function is the first to be vitiated. Forget-
fulness, which is rampant in our world, is the direct symptom of pranic impair-
ment. As a result, the cognitive self becomes less accessible. Prana is the breath of 
the universe. When the life force is impinged, hunger, thirst, and deprivation 
caused by indulgence prevail. Evidence of this abounds: Today a greater percent-
age of the human race is overweight than at any other time in history. Meanwhile, 
a greater percentage of the human race suffers from malnutrition than at any other 
time in recorded history.

Prana is the kinetic force of the universe. It causes the earth's movement around 
the sun. This heap of dirt called earth becomes a mobile dynamic entity, vibrating 
with complex life, because of prana. She is made alive, and in turn generates life 
for every organism that dwells on her, whether human or one-celled. Prana moves 
the air, water, nerves, and memory cells, and controls expansion and contraction of 
the earth's surface. The ebb and flow of the oceans and the moon's orbit around the 
earth are propelled by prana. Air is the kinetic energy perceived by the skin; the 
sense of touch is born of prana. Space is registered by the saccule of the ear; our 
spatial orientation within our gravitational field and sound is produced by space.
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Prana alone controls the breath of the planetary heart. The sharp rise of heart-
related diseases is due wholly to the dysfunction of bodily prana, or the Vata. Al-
though vitiation of the prana body is primarily caused by degeneration of the food 
body, occasionally disease can originate in the subtle body. This occurs when, at 
the time of death, the unresolved pain of the mind body is transported into the sub-
tle body. Then at the time of rebirth, the impaired subtle body reawakens to its am-
biance of pain, which in due course permeates the physical being.

When breath suffers, sadness prevails. This eternal breath moves the entire uni-
verse. Imagine the earth spinning in her galactic dance with other planets in the 
cosmos. What a gorgeous feat it is. The breath of the planet is the source of revitali-
zation and renewal. When this layer of energy is sickened, the earth exudes fear, 
pain, tremors, and spasms. These are indications that her stalwart food layer has 
been pierced. Planetary deterioration is more readily visible in this dosha because 
prana is affected more easily than the food body, owing to its subtler nature. Like-
wise, the system of vibrations is the first to deteriorate within the prana body be-
cause of disharmonious noises and impulses. The vitiation of universal prana is 
directly responsible for the enormous increase of planetary insecurities.

Prana is directly descended from cosmic space. This is why we are able to dream 
and to reflect on her timeless and spatially limitless aspects. When prana resonates 
in nervousness, the very spirit of our being is pierced and pain permeates like end-
less rain. We are presently enduring this grief. During this time, we need to be-
come vigilant and cherish our individual differences, while also knowing our true 
nature to be the One consciousness.

The Mind Body: Fire (Pitta)

Manomaya, the third layer of the material self, is supported by the mind and its 
mental functions. Fire is to the universe what the mind is to humans. The mind is 
highly evolved and controls a variety of emotions. It is the basis of the will and the 
architect of desires. Manomaya, the transforming expression of consciousness, is 
the propitious power of universal transmutation and the fire force of all life-forms. 
The Earth has a mind of her own and her self-constructing principle is fire. Fire 

makes the entire universe visible. That which we perceive in terms of ideas, vision, 
and imagination is but a speck of the mind's dynamism within the earth. Our abil-
ity to project the names and forms of creation, nama rupa, only hints at the earth's 
supremely intelligent principle.

Our potential for ordered intelligence is manifested in our galaxies and planets. As 
the earth metabolizes oxygen and fuel into fire, so the Pitta function in the body 
metabolizes acids and enzymes to digest foods and thoughts. Her ability to bal-
ance and maintain the precise temperature within the immanent force of the cos-
mos is our ability to maintain bodily temperature. Her mind and intelligence are 
our emotions and thoughts.

The transmuting fire of the universe is the fire, or agni, of all living forms. As well 
as providing heat for proper digestion, it is akin to the waters of taste and appetite. 
Fire is perceived by sight, and is the power of all existing forms. The eye and the 
sense of sight are created by the element of fire. The simple art of cooking with fire 
transmutes food to make it suitable for the human system. Every life-form trans-
mutes food in its own way. In most life-forms the power of transmutation resides 
entirely within the digestive system. Humans are the only species known to trans-
mute foods with both external and internal fire.

This creation will never be defined or captured by words. Our capacity as humans 
to transcend thoughts and dwell in the oneness of the universal presence is due to 
the self-constructing prowess of earth's fire.

When the intelligence embodied and living in us loses its connection to the core of 
the earth's magnetism and dynamism, the thought process becomes distorted and 
the emotions random. Once the food and prana bodies are impaired, the more sub-
tle body of the mind is dramatically altered. From this ominous transformation all 
destructive actions take birth. The abhorrent acts of fanaticism are the result of a 
distorted mind body. The savage turning of one human against another signifies 
the intense impairment of the mental fire.

The epidemic of self-obsession and self-absorption is an early symptom of a mind 
whose fire has leapt its bounds. Our innate ability to reflect, to choose, to construct 
so we may celebrate the dream is being consumed in the conflagration. Self-
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reflection is the most valuable asset granted to the human species. The power to 
transform and refine the blaze into cool flames, tejas, is our divination. The power 
of the mind has been greatly misunderstood. It was never meant to make us exclu-
sive, superior beings. We simply evolve by our own karmic actions. We are all One 
Consciousness. But unless we can remember, the cognitive self will not prevail. 
Every human search for discovery of self is a good thing. But the process has to 
become clear and simple. Implementing a healthful lifestyle will not in itself be 
fruitful, as long as we continue to block memory. To quote the French Essayist,   
Joseph Joubert, “The guidance of our mind is of more importance than its pro-
gress.”

The mind is our faculty for receiving. When the mind body is impinged, we 
weaken knowledge with forgetfulness. We forget the art of graciousness, of being a 
guest in each others' presence. We rush to embroil ourselves in maya, as if believ-
ing that self- inquiry will seep through by osmosis into the blanket of fog and disre-
gard. Drink from the well with grace. Maintain a distance, and inquiry will be ful-
filled. When the universal fire is reflected as the cool flame of the mind, human-
kind is at its best. The virtues, or dharmas, of sharing, embracing, giving, and par-
ticipating are all the brilliance, the tejas, reflecting from a happy planet. The Earth 
is awaiting our conscious evolution. She has endured epidemic proportions of our 
anger, jealousy, and hatred. The time has come to sustain our goodness and know 
that our minds are of one mind.

The Intelligence Body

! Even knowledge is the intellect's reflection of consciousness.  

" --Taittiriya Upanishad

Vijnanamaya, the fourth layer of the manifest self, is sustained by universal intelli-
gence. The intrinsic knowledge of every life-form refines itself as the planet sheds 
and produces because of the self-constructing intelligence of the universe. The 
palm tree doesn’t need to perform any action to remember that it produces palms, 
nor does the horse doubt its young will be in its image instead of that of a gera-

nium. Milk inside the mother is produced for feeding at the precise moment that 
the baby needs to be fed.

Intelligence is the natural order of all life. Genuine human response is a resonance 
of intelligence. When cognitive memory is functioning, thoughts are resolved in 
inquiry and observation.

Human activities are mostly based on self absorption. We look at ideas and vision 
as issuing singularly from individuals. We believe that there is an independent "I" 
who does the thinking. We assume, because of our ignorance of our elemental na-
ture, that the universe takes its cues from us. The concept of the "I" is generated by 
humankind out of great ignorance. And when ignorance is reinforced we become 
blind to our true nature. To impugn nature, believing it to be a reflection of the 
elite human, is the most hopeless action our species can perform. Selfish action has 
no link to cognitive memory; it is an extension of a mental faculty that has forgot-
ten its nature.

Vijnanamaya is the all-knowing presence of the human entity. The human is the 
only known species able to resolve thoughts within intelligence. But to re-access 
this natural process of being, we need to remain alert to the harmony of all our bod-
ies. The food body depends on the prana body, which in turn lives on the mind 
body. The mind body rests in its turn on the intelligence body. These four bodies 
resolve only in the consciousness body.
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The Consciousness Body

! The one who sees me in all beings, and all beings in me. 

 " - Lord Krishna, Bhagavad Gita 

Anandamaya is the complete fullness of being. It is the harmonic fullness of all liv-
ing things within the universe. It is the sheath covering our boundless, infinite na-
ture consciousness, since we are not aware of real nature. Pure consciousness has 
no attributes, no modification, and no differentiation. It is beyond the grasp even 
of intelligence. Because it is spatially limitless, all is dissolved into it, the source of 
all sources. The consciousness body is beyond the elements. This non-state is often 
referred to as "the abiding happiness and complete fullness." When the four bodies 
are in excellent health, they dissolve within this consciousness. Stillness, like a 
mountain standing in a cloudless blue sky, is the natural state of the conscious en-
tity.

Purity and happiness exist at all times. We are too busy fluctuating between our 
joys and regret to celebrate this truth, to celebrate nature. Living within our nature 
resolves all the obstacles. In time, when full cognition is gained, all the bodies dis-
solve within consciousness.

The five bodies we have just examined are the principle reflections of the universal 
structure. They are our cosmic anatomy. When we look at the creation, we see our-
selves. Unfortunately since what we see is a mirror image, our foremost perception 
is of the densest body. Close your eyes and all your senses of perception. See the 
body without a mirror. See consciousness to be the primal source. See intelligence 
taking birth from consciousness, as the outermost layer. Next see the mind, and 
then prana, and finally, the food body. This is the natural order. To know this is to 
remember all time.
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SECTION 5

THE POWER OF TRANSMUTATION

The intelligence of the universe is based on billions of years of memory and absorp-
tion. While each element has its own pure nature, it cannot assume form without 
also being absorbed in each other element. Each gross element, mahabhuta, is a 
synthesis of all others. This bonding of the elements is what makes the universe 
visible. For example, gross fire, from which the material universe emerges, has the 
character of heat and form, as well as the sound of space, the smell of earth, the 
feel of air, and the taste of water. Each element stores the eternal memory—our 
link with the universe and the secret food of every human source of wellness.

The physical body is formed by the transmutation of the five gross elements into 
doshas. Human intelligence, a power transmuted from the subtle elements, exists 
within the receptacle of mind. Ideas and visions are discerned from the glorious 
abundance of information and energy fluctuating in the memory bank of the uni-
verse, ripened by billions of years of radiance and absorption. These are all trans-
formed within awareness. The infinitesimal magnitude of change evolves end-
lessly as we exchange our atoms and molecules with all the elements around us. 
While we bask in the sun, that solar energy becomes part of our being; when we 
walk through a forest, the trees and moisture and the god-filled black earth be-
come part of our energy field. Our field of energy and that of the forest and the sun 
are identical.

Through the physiological blueprint of human-kind, Ayurveda studies the macro-
cosm. It is simpler, in this way, to study what is immediately accessible first, and 
then intelligently observe other forms of life and the planet itself. The study of 
Ayurvedic physiognomy is not meant to further our self-obsession. Rather it is 
meant to reveal the trees and soil, rivers and light, galaxies and stars—the awe-
some playing field of creation through which we recognize our human potential. 
By reverence and observation, we can learn how to be human.

The Vedas create a cosmic map, which clearly delineates a network linking this 
planet and the whole universe. The doshas of Vata, Pitta, and Kapha in every life-
form are the same energies of mobility, transmutation, and absorption as those in 
the universe. The seven body constituents, or dhatus, correspond in humans and 
other life-forms to such planetary constituents as oceans, land masses, skeletal de-
posits, and liquid fire. The main channels of the human body have their counter-
parts in the tracks and rivers, ducts and connective networks of the universe. Like 
the wastes of the body, or malas, the earth generates her natural waste without the 
unnatural breakdowns and pollutants resulting from human actions.

Transmutation occurs with varying degrees of intensity throughout the earth, and 
within each life- form. From the earth's internal heat come the blood red lakes of 
Africa, the hot springs under the glaciers of Iceland, the rock-melting infernos of 
the Andes. Transformation occurs on a colossal scale. On our planet, one land mass 
became six separate continents; one vast body of water became the seven seas. The 
continent of India moved northward over two hundred million years at the speed 
of fifteen feet every century until it collided with Asia, sending the land and sea 
sky-high to create the tallest mountain range on earth. Some six thousand feet 
above the sea, the fossilized limestone of prehistoric sea ammonites are embedded 
in the Himalayan peaks. The power of change occurs from the grand to the infini-
tesimal. All the while the coolness of the oxygenated atmosphere is maintained so 
that we may flourish as a life-form. The intelligence of the universe is based on 
roughly 120 billion years of intrinsic memory. This knowledge enables her to make 
very precise adjustments. Through our powers of observation and proper practice, 
we can access this same knowledge for our infinite transformation and refinement.
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Both the creative and destructive forces depend upon transmutation for their re-
spective prowess. The emergence process can be harmonious to the living and in 
keeping with the earth's cognitive memory, or it can be an abhorrent manifestation 
born from the action of human amnesiacs. One fulfills the destiny of a healthy uni-
verse and the other destroys its intrinsic harmony.

The entire intelligence of the cosmos functions through the same doshas and dha-
tus as those of the human body. When we identify the blueprint of personal func-
tioning and learn how to access, guide, and encourage our real nature, we will be-
gin to serve our specific destiny with true humanity and happiness.
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CHAPTER II

AYURVEDA 
ANATOMY

The ancient science of Ayurveda provides guidelines to help us identify our consti-
tutional nature, enabling us to choose and live wisely on the earth. From the three 
doshas—Vata, Pitta, and Kapha—the seven body types are formed. Our body type, 
which is determined at birth by genetic and karmic memory, is our constitutional 
nature, or our prakriti. Once birth has made its elemental imprint, we cannot alter 
it to suit our needs. While we may be influenced positively or negatively by our 
culture, society, and environment, our basic nature at birth is established from the 
interlacing of the five cosmic elements. Being at the very core of our numinous na-
ture, Vata, Pitta, and Kapha are essentially the motion, dream, and food of being. 
Patterned within the physical body, the doshas are the organizing forces that main-
tain health and eliminate bodily waste.

THE PHYSICAL BODY 
& PRAKRITI



SECTION I

THE DOSHAS

Vata, Pitta, and Kapha are referred to as the dhatus of the body when they are in a 
balanced state. The doshas are basically waste products, and are thus considered 
supporters of the organism or dhatus, while performing their functions as they 
move out of the body. The mucus, which is a form of Kapha, protects the sensitive 
tissues, but it must be expelled regularly from the body by expectoration or defeca-
tion. If it accumulates, it will cause disease. Likewise with the bile, a form of Pitta 
which works properly only when it is excreted into the gut and expelled in the fe-
ces and the Vata (air) which is released from the body as it causes other wastes to 
be released. The three doshas are forces, not physical manifestations, but when 
they accumulate, they cause the congregation of physical substances which they 
are associated with, and this leads to disequilibrium and disease.

Ayurvedic anatomy is based on the principle of the doshas (bodily humors), the 
dhatus (bodily tissues), and malas (bodily wastes). Formed from the elements, the 
doshas Vata, Pitta, and Kapha are referred to respectively as the air, fire, and water 
principles. Each dosha has a dominant element, which is contained within a secon-
dary element. Vata's main element is air, and its container is space—as air is con-
tained within the spaces and channels of the body. Pitta's main element is fire, and 
it is contained within the protective waters of the body. Kapha's main element is 
water, and it is contained by the mass bodily structure, or earth. Each dosha is gen-
erally defined by its main element. Vata, the most dominant of the doshas, governs 

all movement of the body, the nervous system, and the life force. Pitta governs the 
enzymatic and hormonal activities of the body, and is responsible for digestion, 
pigmentation, body temperature, hunger, thirst, and sight. Pitta balances the ki-
netic energy of Vata and the potential energy of Kapha. Kapha governs the struc-
ture and stability of the body. It lubricates the joints, provides moisture to the skin, 
heals wounds, and regulates Vata and Pitta. In the cosmos, earth is the collective 
force of stability; water is the force of cohesion and absorption, fire is the force of 
transmutation and dynamism, air is the quality of exhilaration and mobility, and 
space is the field where all activities happen in dynamic containment.

Vata, Pitta, and Kapha pervade the entire body, but their primary domains, or cen-
ters of operation, are in the lower, middle, and upper body respectively. Kapha 
rules the upper body—the head, neck, thorax, chest, upper portion of the stomach, 
fat tissues, and all joints. Pitta dominates the chest, umbilical area, stomach, small 
intestines, sweat, lymph glands, and blood.

Footnote: The term dhatu is used to define both the balanced state of the doshas 
(as in the preceding quote) and the seven bodily tissues. In this book the term re-
fers to the bodily tissues. Vata rules the lower body—pelvic region, colon, bladder, 
urinary tract, thighs, legs, bones, ears, and nervous system. In Ayurveda, the indi-
vidual dosha is the fundamental consideration for diagnosis. Although there are 
numerous causes of disease, such as hereditary, congenital, external, and providen-
tial factors, the aggravation of the doshas exists either as the result of or the cause 
of ill health.

The Five Airs of Vata

Each dosha manifests in five forms or divisions. Through these vehicles of system-
atic outreach, the doshas influence the entire bodily system. The five divisions of 
Vata, referred to as the five airs, are prana, udana, samana, apana, and vyana. 
Prana, which is the life breath and the first air, is situated in the heart, brain, face, 
and chest. Prana's action is to give life power to the body. It maintains inhalation 
and exhalation, and the swallowing of food. It sustains the heart, arteries, veins, 
and the nervous system, and controls the mind, senses, and intellect. Prana is the 
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cosmic breath infused in the living universe by the creator. Psychologically, it in-
spires wisdom and knowledge of the inseparable nature of body, mind, and spirit. 
The second air, called udana, is situated in the throat. Prana and udana are some-
what analogous to the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous systems.

Udana is the time clock that ticks life away with every breath. Each person has a 
certain number of breaths inherent in life, and when the final breath is used, the 
body dies. Udana flows upward from the umbilicus through the lungs into the 
throat and to the nose. It gives vocal power, preserves the body's natural forces, 
and strengthens the mind, intellect, and memory. Loss of memory and impaired 
speech are caused by the vitiation of the udana. Psychologically, udana is the re-
corder of our cognitive memories. It inspires us to remember our journeys through-
out time. The third air, known as samana, flows through the entire intestinal tract. 
This air fans the fires of digestion and aids assimilation and transport of nutrients 
to the various tissue elements. It further assists in the discharge of food waste to 
the colon.

Psychologically, samana—as the central air of Vata— fosters both mental and spiri-
tual assimilation. When samana air is in balance, it inspires clarity, alertness, and 
spiritual equilibrium. The fourth air, called apana, is situated in the colon and in 
the organs of the pelvic region. Its action is to expel feces, urine, semen, and men-
strual waste. Its downward pressure helps maintain the equilibrium of the fetus 
suspended in fluid and helps in its eventual birth. Apana, the most dominant of 
the five airs, is the primary location of Vata in the body. Psychologically, apana re-
news our sense of freedom and lightness.

The circulatory flow of vyana, the fifth air, is diffused throughout the body. Vy-
ana's site is the heart. It functions with the circulatory channels, such as blood ves-
sels, and transports nutritive juices and blood throughout the body. It is the carrier 
of sweat from the glands to the skin and it controls such movements as blinking 
and yawning. Vyana resonates psychologically as the accommodating, allowing, 
and compassionate nature of a person.

Vata is the main bodily principle: Sixty percent of diseases are caused by Vata de-
rangement. Disturbances in the bladder, colon, anus, testicles, and heart and any 
impairment related to the five divisions are considered to be Vata disorders. Other 

common Vata symptoms are pain, stiffness, paralysis, hypertension, hoarseness, 
and defective assimilation, as well as certain malfunctions of the eyes, ears, nose, 
throat, and the airs of respiration.

The Five Fires of Pitta

The five fires, or agnis, of Pitta are pachaka, ranjaka, sadhaka, alochaka, and bhra-
jaka. The first fire of pachaka, which is in the stomach, duodenum, and small intes-
tine, has a digestive and dissolvent action. After digestion, pachaka separates the 
nutritive elements of food and discards the waste. It also supports the remaining 
agnis. Its psychological function is to fan the fires of proper mental assimilation 
and maintain a discriminating mind. The site of the second fire, ranjaka, is the 
liver, spleen, and stomach. Ranjaka, which is carmine red, controls blood forma-
tion. Its proper functioning relates to calmness and the general well-being of the 
body. The third fire, sadhaka, is located in the heart. It governs memory retention 
and the wellness of all mental functions. Psychologically, sadhaka assuages the 
mind and fosters humility. It is the central and most subtle of the five fires. The 
fourth fire, alochaka, resides in the pupil of the eyes. Animating the sense of sight, 
alochaka's fire inspires intuition, creative vision, clarity, alertness, and accommoda-
tion of others. The fifth fire, known as bhrajaka, exists in the skin. It governs the 
color and glow of the skin, and absorbs moisture and substances applied to the 
skin. Psychologically, the fire of bhrajaka sanctifies external beauty and cleanliness.

Thirty percent of diseases are caused by Pitta derangement. Disorders of the stom-
ach and small intestines, fevers, indigestion, jaundice, pharyngitis, vitiation of 
sight, skin ailments, psychic disorders, and all vitiation related to the five divisions 
are considered to be impairments of Pitta.

The Five Waters of Kapha

The five waters of Kapha are referred to as kledaka, avalambaka, bodhaka, tar-
paka, and sleshaka. The first water, kledaka, originates in the stomach. It is the 
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moist, foamy liquid that aids digestion. Kledaka nourishes the remaining four wa-
ters. It coalesces the thinking faculties, inspires fluid interaction with the world, 
and pours gentility into human nature. The currents of the second water, avalam-
baka, flow in the heart, providing it with lubricating plasma and thus insulating it 
from heat. It makes the limbs limber. Avalambaka resonates psychologically as the 
protective, embracing, and maternal nature of a person. The third water, bodhaka, 
strings together the five waters of the body river. It wets the tongue and gives per-
ception of taste. It channels the sensory perception that beckons the convivial 
juices before eating. Psychologically, bodhaka guards the impulse of quantitative 
intake to body, mind, and senses. The fourth water, tarpaka, flows in the head and 
calms the sense organs. It washes the senses of discretion and vitalizes the gates of 
memory. Proper functioning of tarpaka ensures clear memory and vital fulfillment 
of the senses. The fifth water, sleshaka, causes the joints to operate smoothly. By 
lubricating and solidifying them with its unctuous protective gel, it gives cohesion 
to body movements and fluidity to both mind and body.

The Kapha principle generally has the least malfunctions. Disorders such as impair-
ment of taste and digestion, obesity, anorexia, bulimia, inertia, loss of memory, ex-
cess phlegm, water retention in joints, and certain respiratory conditions are con-
sidered Kapha disorders.

The Seven Dhatus

In the Taittiriya Upanishad, the physical body is referred to as the food body, and 
food is referred to as medicine. The quality and quantity of our foods directly re-
late to the health of our bodily systems and thus our psychic mechanism. In Ayur-
veda, the physiological and psychological functions of the body are interwoven. 
Ayurveda proposes that matter does not exist without energy, and that matter es-
sentially is energy.

The dhatus are the basic bodily tissue elements. Like the doshas, they too are 
formed from the five elements of space, air, fire, water, and earth. With the help of 
the digestive fire, the dhatus form the protective biological system of the body. 
They nourish, develop, and protect the body's immune mechanism. If one dhatu is 

defective, it affects each successive dhatu thus triggering a chain reaction of impair-
ment throughout the entire system of dhatus. A dhatu enters the internal body 
structure in a concentric fashion.

The quality and energy of the foods that enter the body strongly affect the quality 
of the life-supporting nutrient plasma, or chyle. After the foods are digested, nour-
ishment of the dhatus begins with the plasma dhatu, or rasa. Each dhatu is fed by 
the previous dhatu from the grossest, which is the chyle or nutrient plasma, to the 
most subtle, which is the sperm and ovum elements of the male and female.

The main element of the plasma dhatu is water. After this first dhatu is fed, nutri-
ents are refined and transported to the blood dhatu, called rakta. The dominant 
element of the blood constituent is fire. After the hemoglobin of the blood is fed, 
the nutrients are further refined and proceed to the muscle tissue of the body, 
known as mamsa. The dominant element of this dhatu is earth. Once the bodily 
mass is nourished, a further refinement of the nutrients occurs and the dhatu of 
the fat tissue, or meda, is fed. The main elements of this dhatu are water and earth. 
Next in order of nourishment is the bone and cartilage dhatu, known as asthi, 
which is pervaded by the elements of air and space. The continuously refined nutri-
ents are then transported to the red and white bone marrow, called majja. The 
main element of bone marrow is fire. Finally, the refined essential nutrient, which 
remains after all the dhatus have been fed, replenishes the ovum and sperm dha-
tus of the female and male, or artava and shukra. The quality and vitality of this 
subtle essence of nutrients directly depend on the quality and quantity of the 
foods ingested and their accompanying sadhanas.

Artava/shukra, the final dhatu, is the one that gives life and joy. This is the finest 
of the dhatus, and its dominant element is the subtle atom of water. Artava/
shukra is also referred to as the "refined water," that which remains after all the 
bodily processes has been completed. The condition of this dhatu directly affects 
the health of the ovum and sperm, which are the raw materials for procreation. If 
the artava/shukra dhatu is polluted, this will impact on the very life formed from 
the union of that sperm and ovum.
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The Three Malas

Malas are the waste products of the body. They are also called kittas, which is the 
Sanskrit term for "that which must go away." The three principal malas are urine, 
feces, and sweat. These waste products, like the doshas and dhatus, are also com-
posed of the five elements. The secondary malas include the fatty excretions of the 
intestines, earwax, hair (body, head, and beard), nails, tears, and menstrual dis-
charge. Feces, the primary waste of the body, is the refuse of foods and substances 
excreted from the tissue cells that is meant to go back to the Earth and aid in her 
fertility. Two daily eliminations are vital to good health. Urine is the water waste of 
the body. Passing water five times daily is necessary for maintaining good health. 
Ample intake of pure water is vital to replenish the body fluids. Sweat expels 
waste from the skin tissues. The normal flow of the malas is obstructed when the 
doshas are increased or decreased beyond their natural state.

The Ayurvedic therapy of panchakarma refers to the "five-fold method" for elimi-
nating excess doshas from the body. Once the primary forces of the doshas are 
brought into balance, the elimination of wastes becomes an incidental result. Vata, 
the main dosha implicated in the manifestation of disease, is responsible for the 
retention or ejection of feces, urine, bile, and other excretions from the body. When 
wastes such as mucus, bile, excess water, and gas remain in the body, Ayurveda 
urges the informed use of the five processes of cleansing. To balance Vata disor-
ders, for example, herbal oils and decoctions are used as enemas. Pitta disorders 
are tended to by purgation therapy, and Kapha excess is reduced by emesis ther-
apy. Frequently a variety of oils and aromas are used in massage therapy to bal-
ance, stimulate, or calm the doshas. These practices are essential to eliminate block-
age, toxins, bile, mucus, and so on from the bodily systems.

Ama

When the circulatory channels are blocked, bodily substances accumulate in them 
and the tissue metabolism is adversely affected. Stagnation is generally caused by 
unabsorbed foods, due to impaired digestive fire. This foul odor, stagnant sub-
stance known as ama clogs various channels of the body such as the intestines and 

blood vessels. The prolonged presence of ama in the system generates toxins, 
which are transported through the blood to various viscera of the body. Ama set-
tles in the lungs, heart, and in those organs encased within cavities, such as the cra-
nium, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis, as well as in the joints. When doshic excess 
and ama ominously unite, they travel with great rapidity to a weakened site in the 
body and disease manifests.

Ama causes the deterioration of strength. It reduces rasa and induces lethargy and 
fatigue. Equally crippling to the system is mental ama, which is gathered as a re-
sult of misperceptions and disturbed thoughts. Emotions such as greed, selfish-
ness, possessiveness, and anger convert into mental pollutants, or ama. When ama 
exists in the mind, it has a destructive influence on the digestive process and may 
even convert wholesome foods into bodily ama.

All internal diseases begin with ama's presence in the body, and all diseases 
caused by external factors eventually produce ama. An early sign of ama is a sticky 
coating on the tongue. Usually Kapha types will have a thick sweetish, whitish 
coating. Pitta types will have a sour, yellowish coating. Vata types will have a bit-
ter, grayish coating. When these early symptoms of ama are noticed, they may be 
eliminated by fasting and a thorough cleansing of the bodily systems. The Ayurve-
dic panchakarma therapy is recommended for each body type, in accordance with 
the appropriate season.
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SECTION 2

THE SEVEN CHAKRAS

The kundalini is the latent cosmic power within the human being. Lying coiled at 
the base of the spine like a serpent, when aroused she travels within the inner chan-
nel of the spinal cord known as the sushumna nadi. Very few yogis can properly 
arouse this coiled dormant power. The chakras, which are the most subtle manifes-
tations of cosmic consciousness within the human body, symbolize our grandeur 
and the infinite spectrum of our nature. As centers of consciousness within the indi-
vidual, chakras do not work with the physiological or psychological functions of 
the body directly. 

All processes of the gross body have their basis in the vital force of the subtle body, 
and the chakras do interface with these subtle forces. Chakras operate with the spi-
raling rhythms of the elements within the body and mind. These energy centers 
influence and give insight into the absolute manifest potential of our psycho-
spiritual nature.

In the classic tantric texts, each of the seven chakras is represented by a lotus with 
a specific number of petals, which reflect its intrinsic energy propagation. The fol-
lowing list outlines features of the seven chakras, starting with the first chakra.

Muladhara

Known as the root chakra, the muladhara is located at the base of the spine. It is 
symbolized by a crimson lotus with four petals. Within the petals is a square, repre-
senting the element of earth.

Svadhisthana

The second chakra, located in the region of the genitals, is symbolized by a car-
mine lotus with six petals. Within the petals is a crescent moon, representing the 
element of water.

Manipura

The third chakra, which exists in the region of the navel, is represented by a lotus 
with ten petals the color of translucent smoke. It contains an inverted triangle, rep-
resenting the element of fire.

Anahata

The fourth chakra, which is located in the heart region, has twelve crimson petals. 
These petals hold a hexagram, representing the element of air.

Vishuddha

The fifth chakra, which exists at the base of the throat, is represented by a smoky 
purple sixteen-petal lotus. Within it is a circle, representing the element of space.

In the following pages, the psycho-spiritual nature of the Body Types is presented 
against the tapestry of these five chakras.
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SECTION 3

THE VATA PERSONALITY

Psychological Nature

Swift as a deer, cold as ice. The coldness of the harsh winds against the variegated 
sands of the desert nights— such is the nature of Vata.

Vata, the mobile force of the universe, is influenced by the air and space elements. 
Vata permeates the subtle body.

The Vata character is juxtaposed to the material notions of daily living. This type 
always appears to be on the precipice of isolation. Against the solidity of the earth 
type, Vata appears inconsistent and awkward. Much of Vata's innate worries and 
insecurities stand out by comparison against the canvas of Kapha's stoic endur-
ance and Pitta's dramatic activities. In comparison with its partners, Vata appears 
to be the shifting oddity. But appearances are often deceiving.

Vata has the greatest potential among all three doshas for attaining a profound 
spiritual life. This dosha is ruled primarily by the subtle body and its elevated ethe-
real existence. The black antelope, called Anahata, is the symbol of the heart 
chakra and represents the innocence and purity of the fourth chakra person. The 
lotus of the fifth chakra, or vishuddha, is supported by the translucent gray ele-
phant named Gaja. As the oldest of the surviving mammals, the elephant carries 
the past history of earth, herbs, and plants. 

Gaja represents the element of space, which is the most subtle of the elements; 
even in the process of manifestation—called grossification—it does not undergo 
transformation. (This is the reason space— akasha—is often likened to Brahman, 
or pure consciousness.) This chakra symbolizes the attainment of self-knowledge 
and the dissolution of the ego into total self-awareness. Vishuddha represents pu-
rity of cosmic sound.

Anahata and Gaja personify the essence of the Vata individual. The deer personi-
fies the heart and the compassionate, reflective nature of the evolved person. There 
is an innate innocence in the conscious Vata personality. A delicate, sensitive, and 
aware nature reveals the graceful Vata component of any type. A person evolving 
from the fourth chakra has a very short karmic slack, as this energy center rules 
dharma. There is much physical and emotional pain attached to rubbing against 
the grain of right and proper actions. When Vata goes astray, the consequences are 
enormously painful.

Each chakra has a seed mantra, or bija, which is the memory sound that governs 
the manifested power of each element. The sound of anahata is YAM, the m being 
a nasal sound. This sound contains the divinity to be invoked during meditation 
upon that chakra.

The sound of vishuddha is HAM, the m being a nasal sound.

Each chakra has a presiding deity and a Shakti power, or feminine manifestation. 
From the heart to the middle of the eyebrows is said to be the region of air. Air is 
hexagonal in shape and black in color. Carrying the breath along the region of air 
and holding the syllable "Ya" in the mind, Vata types should meditate upon Isvara, 
the omniscient One who possesses faces on all sides and who is the presiding deity 
of the anahata chakra.

From the center of the eyebrows to the top of the head is said to be the region of 
space. Space is circular in shape and smoky in color. Raising the breath along the 
region of space and holding the syllable "Ha" in the mind, Vata types should also 
meditate upon Sadashiva, the dissolver of the universe and the presiding deity of 
vishuddha chakra. He is pure crystal and wears the rising crescent moon on his 
head. He has five faces representing the panchakoshas (the five bodies) and the 
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panchabhutas (the five elements). He has three eyes representing the universal 
qualities or gunas (aspects of manifestation) of sattva, rajas, and tamas (harmonic 
balance, necessary activity, and rest, respectively). He boasts ten hands, symboliz-
ing the absolute authority and cause of all causes in the universe. Sadashiva is 
adorned with precious jewels, signifying His great splendor, and the cosmic weap-
ons with which to slay ignorance. Vata types may meditate upon Him in the form 
of a bindu, a teardrop- shaped crystal that inspires wisdom and clarity.

Shakini, the Shakti potential of Sadashiva, has rose- colored skin and is adorned in 
a sky-blue sari with an emerald green bodice. She has five heads like the omnis-
cient Sadashiva, and sits on a pink lotus. Her four hands hold the following ob-
jects: a skull, which symbolizes detachment from the experiential world of mind 
and sense perception; the staff of Gaja, the elephant symbol of vishuddha chakra, 
which represents the taming of the mind and the retrieval of humility from the in-
tellect; the holy Vedic scriptures, which disseminate knowledge of the self; and the 
mala (rosary), symbolizing the art of meditation through the repetition of mantras.

Vata is heightened by this presiding Shakti. Meditation upon Shakini Shakti allows 
Vata to access its natural potential for cognitive remembering, as well as the in-
stinct for wisdom.

Vata people have the luminous gift of being able to experience love and sensuality 
on a spiritual plane. Generally as the Vata person matures, physical desires sub-
side and a profound cosmic love, which holds all of creation in embrace, begins to 
bloom. Vata types must allow their numinous nature to revel in the true spirit of 
universal sensuality. This is ultimately their most fulfilling sensual experience.

The sages gave elaborate descriptions of the gods and goddesses, or devatas. This 
was done so that we may visualize and properly invoke the energies necessary to 
attain a proper mental state during each meditation.

The upward energies of anahata and vishuddha, representing air and space, ren-
der Vata the potential high priestess of spirituality. Anahata is the energy center of 
the prana air, and vishuddha is the center of the udana air.

Vata people are the most misunderstood of all the types. They usually contrast the 
stalwart and dynamic nature of their lesser evolved partners, and come up short 
and displaced. In the modern world we function on a simplistic level of existence. 
We are deeply rooted in judgmental conduct while the necessary strides toward 
self-reflective and conscious behavior are being stifled. Like the black antelope and 
the smoky elephant, the Vata person is the oldest of the surviving humans and in 
many ways just as endangered by a mostly disoriented world. The most common 
mistake made by the Vata person is to attempt to meld into the routines created by 
Pitta and Kapha. Vata is analogous to mobility itself, which sweeps across austere 
terrains where Pitta and Kapha dare not go. When Vata attempts to keep in step 
with water and earth types, or with fire people, Vata will inevitably lose. The so-
called norms are to be avoided by Vata types. While they need to ground them-
selves from time to time to satisfy daily family and work duties, their grounding 
principles differ in nature from those of Pitta and Kapha. It is imperative that Vata 
responds to its inherent mobility with rest periods from time to time.

Fortunately, Vata always appears to be ahead of existence without actually forging 
forward. It is innate in the nature of Vata to be compelled by the pure cosmic 
sound of its own nature. Anahata, the antelope, dies for pure sound. Gaja, the ele-
phant, is the energy of sound represented by space. The most vital insulation for 
the austere structure of Vata is fine and harmonious sound. It is essential for Vata 
to retire into the space of pure and natural sound after the jarring cacophonies of 
the day. The most healing sadhanas for these types are wholesome and contempla-
tive activities, which resonate deeply with Vata's fine vibratory nature. The heart 
chakra, which is Vata's main link to the universe, is bathed and nurtured by fine 
sound. It is very difficult for every Vata to live by a babbling brook, chirping birds, 
a rustling forest, or within the environs of great music. But everyone is capable of 
retreating to a tiny space of natural sounds, or of closing off the senses and listen-
ing to the strumming of the inner sounds. Like the wind, Vata can be comfortable 
anywhere except in the modules designed by Pitta and Kapha. Vata is like the 
force of a wind- swept desert in the night. The easing of the wind within the vast 
and timeless space is Vata's natural lullaby.

Vata is also ruled by a heightened sense of touch, as air rules the organ of the skin. 
As natural sounds oil the arid minds of Vata, the gentle buffering touch of soft 
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natural clothing is essential to Vata's physical well- being. It is difficult for these 
types to invest time nurturing the body. Soaking in a hot tub or succumbing to an 
oil massage are the farthest things from Vata's mind for fear that these activities 
would rob them of their time to worry, be fearful, and be generally bothersome to 
others. However, it is imperative that every Vata person reserve a few hours a day 
for exactly such nurturing activities.

These divine antelopes tend to shrink from being embraced, which is so necessary 
to calm their overwhelming antics and to keep ablaze the fire of their spiritual be-
ing. It takes great humility on the part of Vata types to accept that they need a rela-
tionship with the meandering Kapha type, grazing in the distance, or with the furi-
ous, tract-burning Pitta type.

When Vata types recognize their true role in this multi-faceted existence, it will be-
come easier for them to initiate a physical and emotional embrace with their dy-
namic and potential counterparts. For Vata the bridge of self-acceptance is the long-
est and hardest to cross. In recognizing its potential self, it becomes easier for Vata 
to invite the evolving self. When the antelope person is able to do this, the sad be-
comes funny and the funny becomes sublime. It is not that the world does not ac-
cept Vata. It is only that Vata has not recognized its true ability and has not recon-
ciled its awkward appearance with its sublime nature.

Sexuality

Vata is ruled primarily by Venus and Jupiter. The lunar feminine principle of Ve-
nus influences the love of such things as art, culture, and social relationships. Vata 
has innate sensuality and appreciates the marvels of beauty more than any other 
type. With Vata, intimate relationships are processed and developed on a long 
cord. Vata needs to be careful not to extend this process indefinitely or allow the 
cord to become a tread- mill. There is a time to allow the cord to run its course, and 
a time to make the necessary commitments.

Pure and romantic dating ideas are of more value to Vata than the malaise that ac-
companies modern sexuality. Traditional values are very important to these types, 

even though they may not readily recognize this fact. Sex in itself is not important 
to Vata, and those who are foolhardy enough to defy this fact usually achieve a 
devastating state of impotence. Sensuality is more likely to trigger their mind than 
their natural bodily reflexes. The Vata maiden or male, who may appear frigid by 
general standards, is a creature of poetic fantasies who blossoms into a sex god or 
goddess when the right partner arrives. For Vata it is the process of love that is 
love, not the results of love, as in sexual interplay.

The Vata type has an inborn sense of dharma and is generally quite faithful and 
honorable to a relationship once a commitment is made. Vata can go for long 
stretches without sexual interplay, but can also be a very fulfilling sexual partner.

It is imperative that Vata types choose the right partners in life. Their best partners 
are generally matured Kapha-Pitta, Pitta-Kapha, or Kapha-Vata types who have 
already conquered the crocodiles and tigers of excessive passion and sexuality.

Career

Jupiter is known as the planet of the guru—that teacher who imparts the highest 
knowledge of Self, God, and universe. A true guru can lead one from ignorance to 
immortality. The austerity of Vata is naturally suited to aspire to this rare calling. 
Vata types make the best counselors for human plight as they ply compassion with 
objectivity. They are natural teachers of esoteric education. They are the champions 
of social dharma and are usually the best at enforcing laws. Psychologically they 
tend to be the most mature of all types, and they are suited to the natural role of 
fathering the universe. Usually it is very difficult for Vata to be an intimate family 
person. Since their vision and acuity are focused on the general and unbiased good 
of all, the family role tends to be the most difficult. Their natural non-
discriminating sense of justice is usually resented by close family members and 
friends. Vata has a direct conflict with granting partiality to the inner family. Vata 
has the natural ability to live the monastic life with great happiness.

Those Vata types who have worked through their fears and addictions make the 
best guides. They naturally invite and relieve the misery of others. Vata types are 
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natural teachers, philosophers, lecturers, musicians, law enforcers, international 
liaisons, foreign ministers, communicators, political consultants, religious minis-
ters, monks, bankers, charity organizers, and union leaders, and counselors for the 
handicapped, abused, or addicted. Although Vata types themselves do not make 
dynamic leaders in the material arena, no leadership is successful without their 
support. They are unparalleled when it comes to providing the right-handed sup-
port behind the scenes. They are literally the heart and guts of an organization.

Seasonal and Daily Activities

Fall is Vata season, and this is when most of their difficulties arise. It is essential 
that Vata prepare itself for a quiet and nurturing fall season each year. The time of 
day and night when Vata energy is most active is between the hours of 2:00 and 
6:00. In the early morning hours, Vata types are restless and lose sleep. Vata needs 
to maintain a regular schedule of pranayama and relaxation before bedtime. It is 
wise for Vata to retire early to insure proper sleep before the disturbed hours of 
early morning begin. If possible, Vata types should nap for a short while daily be-
tween 2 and 4 P.M., because during these hours their energies become scattered 
and dispersed. If napping is not possible, Vata should at least maintain a light 
schedule during the afternoon hours and minimize any intense activities. Due to 
the influences of anahata and vishuddha chakras, Vata types sleep an average of 
four to six hours nightly, mostly on the left side.

Vata types benefit from three full meals daily beginning with an early breakfast at 
7 A.M., lunch at 12 noon, a snack at 4 P.M., and a full dinner at 6 P.M. Ideal bed-
time for Vata is around 10 P.M.

The most important sadhana for Vata types is to maintain a consistent daily sched-
ule, one that allows a few hours for reflection, napping, and nurturing of the body 
and mind. Vata does not need intense exertion. Exercises should be tempered to 
gentle pursuits such as yoga asanas, do-in, t'ai chi, gentle walks, qui-gong, idle 
swimming, hot Jacuzzi dips, occasional running, and golfing. (For yoga asanas 
suited to Vata types, see Diet for Natural Beauty.) 

Appearance

Vata types tend to be drawn to austerely tailored styles of clothing when they need 
the gentle buffering of soft, flowing clothes. With their lean, lithe antelope frames, 
these types may choose to adorn themselves from a wide spectrum of clothes and 
jewelry. Vata needs clothes for insulation as well as for confidence. There is no one 
more elegant than a Vata person draped in soft, exquisite clothes and adorned 
with the appropriate jewelry. These provide the fitting compliment to the dry, lean, 
and hungry Vata look. Most high-fashion models exemplify the Vata look, al-
though many may not be of the Vata constitution. Vata can afford the frills and fan-
cies in clothing, even though they are probably the last to see themselves with such 
frivolity.

While all types have simple, elegant clothes made from natural fibers in common, 
the colors, styling, fiber, and jewelry change from type to type. With a nature 
steeped in aesthetics, Vata is the natural clothes horse. The healing gems and met-
als for the Vata type are amethyst, sapphire, yellow garnet, white moonstone, red 
and yellow opal, silver, and gold.

The warm and soothing colors of the earth tones, reds, oranges, greens, and all 
combinations thereof, inspirit the confidence and assurance which Vata needs to 
project.
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SECTION 4

THE PITTA PERSONALITY 

Psychological Nature 

Born of the radiating energy of the universe, Pitta’s innate prowess transforms 
ideas into reality. 

Ultimately, our potential for cosmic love and dream is made possible by the numi-
nous fire of the universe. Fire energy is perceived by the sense of sight and forms 
the ability for great vision. This fire is tejas, that which shines and is the moving 
energy within the billions of atoms in the universe.

The inverted triangle seated within the ten-petalled lotus of the manipura chakra 
indicates the downward flow of fire energy. When Pitta is balanced through con-
scious living, this fire energy moves upward in its natural direction. The seed man-
tra, which holds the energy memory of the third chakra, is the sound RAM, the m 
being a nasal sound. The carrier of the seed mantra is the ram, who is the vehicle 
of Agni, the fire god.

Fire is triangular in shape and a vivid red in color. The region from the anus to the 
heart is said to be the region of fire. Carrying the breath along this region, while 
holding the syllable "Ra" mentally, Pitta types should meditate upon Rudra, Lord 
of the South. As presiding deity of the manipura chakra, Rudra is destroyer of evil 
forces in the universe. Picture mentally his crystal blue body daubed with holy ash 

and sitting on a tiger skin. Visualize his smiling countenance and his three eyes 
ready to grant you your deepest wishes. Rudra is the one who controls the fiery 
tigers of the mind.

Pitta is the catalytic force that keeps both Vata and Kapha in check. The Pitta types 
naturally enjoy absolute control over all situations. Ram-powered for success, they 
are brilliant and able to focus single-mindedly on whatever task is at hand. Driven 
by solar force, Pitta types are spectacular in their accomplishments. As with the 
other types, each person's level of accomplishment varies. For every superbly fine-
tuned ram, there is a sheep lurking in the bushes. The Pitta type has its existence 
on the celestial plane, which signifies mental balance.

Pitta types lose control with great rapidity. It takes a great deal of awareness for 
them to remember that other humans (namely Vata and Kapha) inhabit the planet. 
Tempering the Pitta will is tantamount to controlling a forest fire. Yet this very well 
is responsible for humanity's giant leaps in the area of science and technology. The 
backlash, of course, is the immense glutting of planetary industries. 

Ambition and power are the trademarks of the Pitta type. While Vata best take 
note of some of this ego strength, Pitta necessarily needs to underplay its rule of "I-
ness." Remember, Pitta types, you do not have to prove yourself as the central and 
synergistic force in the interaction among types. Pitta is manipura—the central axis 
of manifestation. This role was defined by the creator; everyone bears the mark of 
his or her karmic contributions—it's not necessary to redefine the brilliant plans of 
the super Architect. This is the most essential lesson for Pitta types to learn. Ma-
nipura rules the stage of young adulthood. It is natural for the Pitta to be red-
headed, irascible, and untamed at the starting line. But somewhere along the mara-
thon trail, Pitta must slow down and take note of its counterparts. The central axis 
cannot exist alone. It needs a front and a back, respectively Vata and Kapha, in or-
der to fulfill its own noble destiny.

Consideration for others is the main issue Pitta types must keep foremost in their 
minds. This may slow down the fire dragon from time to time, but it will give Pitta 
time to reflect.
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Pitta's deeper nature is the path of karma. The Bhagavad Gita teaches that karma 
cannot be performed without dharma. These third chakra types serve the highest 
potential of all living beings. Their brilliant intellect is capable of grasping the 
most profound knowledge of the self when they are able to discipline their ex-
cesses, indulgence, and arrogance. They have the greatest capacity for a sattvic 
mind; a mind that is free from the fetters of living; a mind that is in harmony with 
the universe; a mind that achieves balance. It is a common mistake for the dy-
namic Pitta type to feel that material conquests are the pinnacle of success. Under 
this blazing fire is a hidden gem cooled by its own brilliant radiance. When Pitta 
knocks down the obstacle of its own self-centered ego, Pitta will begin to discover 
the real pursuit.

Sexuality

Pitta is ruled primarily by the Sun. This masculine brilliance is stamped indelibly 
on all of Pitta's activities. The sun power influences fame, purpose, and individual-
ity. Much like this peak of brilliance at the center of the planetary system, Pitta 
types occupy center stage. Pitta charges to the front lines in the worldly areas of 
life and love, fueled by the primal forces of the ram- butting power. The fire ele-
ment of manipura is represented by the inverted triangle, which shows the flow of 
Pitta's energy propagating downward. Difficulties may ensue when Pitta's fire of 
intelligence interacts with the waters of deceit (symbolized by the crocodile, 
Makara). For example, Pitta's overwhelming passion for winning may reign su-
preme and leave very little room for wholesome interplay.

It is typical for Pitta to be compelled forward with passion, only to burn out before 
the finish line. Sexually, Pitta types visualize themselves as great lovers, but in real-
ity they often lack the patience and psychological humility necessary to comingle 
with another. In short, they can be the most passionate lovers if they do not have 
to depend upon someone else to participate. These types often sabotage their gen-
tler nature due to their overwhelming achievements and their gift of intelligence. 
Potentially the Pitta types can command great happiness within intimate relation-
ships without compromising their powerful profiles.

The profound brilliance of the Pitta masculine planet is balanced by the eternal 
powers of Lakini, the Shakti potential. She has three heads, which symbolize the 
resolve or merging of the physical, astral, and celestial planes of existence. In one 
of her four hands she carries the vajra, a thunderbolt that symbolizes the radiation 
energy of manipura. A second hand holds the arrow, representing the arrest of de-
sire from Kama, the Lord of sex in the second chakra. This arrow symbolizes the 
upward turn of Pitta's potential sexual energy. For Pitta types, sexuality cannot be 
simply fulfilling the basic functions of procreation, or the lustful acts of desire. 
They will always short their fuse when their sensuality is motivated by these ends. 
Because they are blessed with great intelligence, Pitta's sexual interactions must be 
conducted at a noble and caring level. The only way Pitta can sustain its juices 
without burning out is to redirect its emotions to flow through the heart rather 
than through the genitals. The sexual frustrations of the Pitta type are due to going 
against their natural (upward flowing) energy and to the modern approaches to 
sexuality. They are often besieged by impotence-through frustration, insufficient 
semen, or premature ejaculation-and often suffer from the inability to conceive. It 
is important for this type to know how to direct the flow of their natural virility. It 
is paradoxical that the most potent of types needs the most patience to benefit 
from their own prowess. The lack of knowledge of our true potential nature cre-
ates many unwholesome inclinations. With Pitta types this manifests as a need to 
be sexually indulgent and fanatical, with deleterious results.

In her third hand, Lakini holds fire which only she can control. With her fourth 
hand she demonstrates the final resolve of the manipura chakra by means of the 
mudra, or hand gesture, that dispels the fear created by duality.

Once Pitta's energy is directed toward the heart, which is a boundless well of com-
passion, patience, and nurturing, the Pitta type will truly excel with splendiferous 
virility. If the fire continues to burn hot, it will invariably turn on itself and wipe 
out even its master. Those Pitta types who have channeled their energies in the 
right direction are blessed with the most sublime relationship with their spouse, 
and have great numbers of offspring.

The most suitable partners for Pitta are Kapha, Kapha-Pitta, and Pitta-Kapha 
types. These beings are the salve that heals the multitude of burns Pitta sustains. It 
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is important that a partner to the Pitta type also relish physical activities and have 
a passion for nature's beauty.

Career

The domain of material gain is Pitta's most comfortable seat of existence. There are 
truly no obstacles in the operational universe that the ram cannot pierce with its 
radiant lasers. When all else fails, Pitta will charge and butt against the impossible 
with awesome results.

The fire people are truly a marvel. They deserve our applause and gratitude for 
pioneering work that no other type is capable of. They were born to the center 
stage of life, and we need to maintain them there with due respect. When this ac-
knowledgment is given, Pitta can wholeheartedly proceed with the fire dragon 
tasks ahead, or else they will stubbornly sear the very spots on which they stand 
and demand recognition.

The solar power of the Pitta type illuminates the world of activities—it is maya's 
lamp of rajas, or progressive activities (on the material plane). Whereas Kapha 
naturally meets the earthy and maternal needs of our universe and Vata champi-
ons the right actions of fortitude and knowledge, Pitta's place is in activities that 
foster progress on the planet. They are the administrators, directors, and pioneer-
ing forces of our planet. Stand in their way and you will be cauterized to oblivion. 
Holding such a lofty and visible spotlight amidst the quietude and flightiness of 
their counterparts, Pitta types have the most difficult of routine challenges. They 
are equipped for the Hundred Year's War each day, generally prepared with their 
sharp wielding swords. Pitta's arrogance does not come from being ignored or en-
vied by others, but from Pitta's own ignorance of its nature. Pitta's real power is 
sharpened by accommodation, in the form of patience and respect for others. Pitta 
types will only continue to scorch endlessly unless they learn the elementary les-
son of regard. It is important that Pitta pace itself with those sadhanas that ignite 
compassion and reduce judgment toward others.

It is vital for all types to know that the importance of another's existence is not a 
matter for contention. Every existing life is equally important. Only each purpose 
and each stage of individual evolution differs. Karma is the gift that brings us 
here, but dharma is the blessing that determines our real scores. Fire people have a 
karma that is rajasic, the nature of universal activity. When this type stubbornly 
digs its heels into the ground, it regresses into the terrain of tamas, the stagnant, 
inert principle. Pitta must not look downward, as their lessons are held forward in 
the guna of sattva. Sattva is a state of balance, the harmony of all three gunas. This 
is the highest state mortals can attain. Sattva is our ability to cognize the stupen-
dous love of cosmic intent. It is here that the rash, young, blazing fire is tamed into 
cool radiance. Pitta has the greatest potential for becoming sattvic, harmonious, 
and gentle in nature, if it is willing to work tirelessly on the ego.

The professions most suited to the Pitta types are presidencies or directorships 
within governments and organizations. They generally make excellent designers, 
architects, engineers, and scientists. Their acute vision lends itself to all pursuits 
that require pioneering and foresight. Pitta types excel in fields involving high tech-
nology, such as the space programs and the military.

Pitta's sense of vision is superior to its partners. The ram person is capable of pro-
ducing significant progressive work in the areas of visual arts and design. As a 
leader, Pitta is without a second.  In courage, persistence, and energy, this fireball 
is unparalleled.

Seasonal and Daily Activities

Summer is Pitta season, and this is when most of its difficulties arise. Pitta's natu-
ral heat is reinforced by the scorching of the sun. It is important that this type pre-
pare for a cool and reticent summer season, in contrast with the rest of the year's 
activities. Summer is ideal for frolicking with family and friends, and splashing 
about in cool streams and lakes. The ocean is not the best choice for summer out-
ings; the hot and caustic fire types burn too easily. Late afternoon strolls and jog-
ging on the beach are the best use of the salty sea terrain, if Pitta has to be there.
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Fire people are natural athletes. While running, swimming, tennis, boating, and all 
high-energy sports are excelled in by these types, it is important that Pitta chooses 
the cool of the day to engage in them. Pitta types burn off excess energy through 
sports, but they need to remain alert to themselves and not practice sports for the 
"metabolic high." When the fire energy is fueled by anger, it becomes detrimental 
to Pitta's health. Remember, you fierce and fast ram, that you deplete the container 
of your strength and life force, the ham, when you allow anger to run your activi-
ties. It is much better to calm yourself when feeling stressed than push to the limit. 

Pitta's calm is attained through pleasant visual activities, such as painting or ob-
serving a green meadow or field of flowers, or a glistening stream. Cool, quiet, con-
templative activities and bathing in the moonlight—these are also excellent sadha-
nas for Pitta types.

The universe is most likened to Pitta between the morning and evening hours of 
10:00 to 2:00. Pitta must be careful not to indulge in rash, hot-tempered conflicts 
during these times. These types are famous for their eruptions during the midday 
meal and after the evening meal. Gentle foods and beverages are helpful to Pitta's 
raging appetite. Pitta needs to avoid spicy foods and intoxicants. These measures 
will reduce Pitta's need to be temperamental.

The Pitta digestive system peaks at noon and mid- night. Pittas are allowed large 
and filling meals during the day, to meet their metabolic needs. Wholesome foods 
play the most vital role in fire people's life. It is the medicine that soothes and 
calms their eruptive nature and aids in the remembrance of their cognitive self. 
These types cannot afford to indulge in careless and unconscious eating habits.

Evening meditations are enormously important to quiet the overactive Pitta mind. 
Pitta types need to tone down their activities after 6 P.M. Visualizations are good 
aids for Pitta meditations—soothing images of cool streams, white sands and 
snows, green forests, and animals and birds of grace and color are all instrumental 
in calming these volatile minds.

While the midnight hours bring another spurt of creative energy, the wise Pitta for-
goes the temptation of staying up all night, only to crash at dawn. These types nor-
mally sleep from six to eight hours squarely on their backs. They can afford to 

sleep in later than their counterparts to replenish the enormous energy they ex-
pended during daytime hours.

Pitta's optimum meal times begin with breakfast at 7 A.M., lunch at noon, a snack 
at 3 P.M., and dinner at 6 P.M.

At day's end, it is recommended that Pitta leave its worldly conquests outside the 
home. Pitta needs to surrender to the nurturing of Kapha and the wisdom of Vata 
so as to regenerate its virile power for the next day. Pitta has much to learn of life's 
gentle graces from its air and water partners.

Pitta's spare time is best spent with various community charities. Time away from 
the power treadmill is vital for Pitta. Humanitarian work inspirits the much 
needed lesson of compassion. When Pitta does work within these dharmic bounda-
ries, a low profile needs to be maintained. It is a difficult testing ground for Pitta, 
but with practice this shining gem can develop the subtle qualities necessary to 
invoke its own graceful and dynamic nature. (See yoga asanas suited to Pitta 
types, see Diet for Natural Beauty.)

Pitta is best dressed for success. The fire person conforms to the appropriate codes 
of dress and is careful not to be too obvious. If one looks closely enough, Pitta will 
always have something different, which is rearing to bloom into a spark of eccen-
tricity. Fire people have enormous power appeal. They love to hang expensive 
clothes on their athletic and virile bodies.

Subtlety is the best trademark for Pitta. Style and subtlety of presentation are un-
beatable combinations for power. Natural fibers are best for all types. Pitta's most 
complimentary colors are white, blue, lavender, purple, mauve, green, pastels, and 
all combinations thereof. Pitta is the original preppy, without fitting into any mold. 
Always two steps ahead of the current trend, Pitta can always be identified by that 
one off- beat insignia.
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SECTION 5

THE KAPHA PERSONALITY

Psychological Nature

Solid as a rock, cool as a glimmering stream in white moonlight; such is the es-
sence of Kapha.

Kapha is influenced by the water and earth elements, which are the energies of at-
tractions and fascination in the universe. Kapha pervades the food body, and has 
its base in the upper thoracic cavity of the body.

The energies of Kapha's earth principle are symbolized by Airavata, the translu-
cent elephant with four trunks displaying the rainbow. He is the vehicle of Lord 
Indra, ruler of the firmament. Airavata is the symbol of the foundation chakra, or 
muladhara. Earth dissolves into the water element of the second chakra, or 
svadhisthana, and translates as the abode of the Self.

The element of earth has the figuration of a square and is yellow in color. The seed 
mantra that holds the energy memory of the muladhara chakra is LAM, the m be-
ing a nasal sound. This sound contains the divinity to be invoked during medita-
tion upon that chakra. The element of water bears the shape of a crescent and is 
white in color. The sound of svadhisthana is VAM, the m being a nasal sound.

Svadhisthana is the dominant energy pervading Kapha. It is ruled by Mercury, 
which is feminine and lunar in nature. This primal feminine force of procreation is 
contained by the masculine solar energy of muladhara. The vivacious water per-
son is ruled by the masculine principle of muladhara and the feminine principle of 
svadhisthana. Together these energies form the basis of the creation as a whole.

Kapha's spiritual nature is influenced by the first and second chakras, which per-
meate the pelvic plexus and the genital areas of the body. Its physiological and psy-
chological sites are the exact reverse of Vata, which is also balanced by the upper 
and lower bodies: Vata's psyche is in Kapha’s physiological terrain and Kapha's 
psyche is in Vata's physiological area. In essence, Vata and Kapha are the two oppo-
site extremes, which are regulated by Pitta. At the cosmic level, Kapha is the food 
force; Vata is the vital force; Pitta the dynamic force of dream.

The principles of the planet earth were perfectly defined for Kapha. Of all the body 
types, Kapha types are the most attuned to the pace of earthly survival. They 
wrote the social and familial dharmas for humans. Compared to Kapha, Vata 
flightiness and Pitta fury stand out in sharp contrast. Kapha's basic energy sustains 
everything. She is the foundation upon which all the blocks of existence are built. 
Kapha is the archetypal Mother Earth. From svadhisthana she procreates and main-
tains the universal cycles of life. The apana air, which circulates through her chak-
ras, flows downward to give birth to life. She is the late winter and early spring of 
all living things. Kapha washes away the blood and mud of daily existence, to re-
veal vital freshness. She is the basic and continuous routine of life.  Without her, 
there is no home, no children, no family. 

Being the maternal bosom of the planet, both Pitta and Vata types go to her for re-
plenishing. She is like the calm, beautiful cow grazing contentedly with her calves 
on lush and fragrant fields of buttercups and grass. The primordial elephant who 
carries the pains and burdens of earth is her mascot. Her symbols, the square and 
the crescent, represent our foundation, and the maternal, feminine nature of both 
male and female life. The Kapha person is the classic synthesis of stoical grace, 
calm, and sensuality. This buoyant life-form provides stability to insure the free-
dom of Vata and Pitta. Kapha insures the present for her partners.
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The Kapha type exists on the physical and astral planes. Kapha, in the form of 
earth and water on the planet, dominates more than fifty percent of our total exis-
tence in space and time. These elements also pervade over sixty percent of the dha-
tus and approximately eighty percent of the total body weight. As a result Kapha 
types tend to be frightfully attached to the material world. Their predominant 
senses (taste and smell) get them into deep trouble with excessive rich foods and 
possessions.

Just as pure sound is imperative to Vata, clear and unobstructed spaces are essen-
tial to Kapha's well-being. Their ability to breathe while performing herculean 
tasks is aided by brisk conditions. Their terrain may be filled with prolific energy, 
but it may not be cluttered. The environment of the home should be comfortable 
but practical. The greatest sadhana for Kapha types is to generously detach them-
selves from unnecessary hoarding. The difficulty for Kapha is to determine what is 
necessary. It is usually one quarter of everything this type deems essential.

These solid, gleaming people have a strong tendency to lose their progressive in-
centives and to head straight for the murky waters. Excessive and unconscious in-
take of foods, visuals, sounds, and fragrances render them lethargic. During the 
vulnerable seasonal and daily times, Kapha types need to remain especially obser-
vant of their desire to turn inward so as not to add to their inertia and bodily 
weight. When these magnificent elephant people slip, they often dive deeply into 
the vortex of the waiting crocodile. True to their implacable nature, Kapha can 
break free from the clutches of these behaviors, though it may require years of tedi-
ous effort.

Kapha's primal nature is dominated by the svadhisthana chakra. The element of 
this chakra is water, and its symbol is the crocodile, known as Makara. When 
Kapha tampers with the clarity of her waters, she begins to slip to the bottom of 
the dark whirlpool where the crocodile of every Kapha personality lurks. It is here 
that Kapha types attempt to trick and deceive others by inaccurate representations 
of themselves. Whereas Vata will commit a non- dharmic, or adharmic, action from 
fear, Kapha will do likewise from delusion. Depression and melancholia are the 
vibrations that fill these dark waters. When Kapha types descend to these depths, 

they switch from the role of a universal builder to that of an active destroyer. This 
is the space from which many malignant cancers are created.

The water type needs to maintain a strict schedule of things to do throughout the 
day. It is necessary that Kapha people remain current with their emotional self by 
keeping abreast of inner conflicts. Water people cannot afford to store antagonism 
and unrest within their absorbent boundaries. Like the streams and rivers, Kapha 
must remain constantly awash and moving.

Sexuality

Kapha is ruled by both Mars and Mercury and is gifted by a profound equilib-
rium. Mars, solar and masculine in nature, gives robust strength and endurance to 
the hard working Kapha types. Mercury graces those types with profuse feminin-
ity and sexual prowess. The vital synchrony of endurance and sensuality make 
Kapha people the most formidable carriers of life, procreation, and sexuality on 
earth.

All the Kapha female has to do is think about sex and she generally becomes preg-
nant. Both sexes are blessed with abundant fertility and great stamina in love-
making. It is one of the few exerting activities that these adept ceiling-viewers take 
great pleasure in. Kapha's juices of life are always streaming forth with great rapid-
ity. The great classical portraits of Vedic times depict the gods and goddesses with 
voluptuous bodies that connote the essence of Kapha's sensuality.

The presiding deity of the svadhisthana chakra is Vishnu, the Lord of preservation. 
With skin the color of pure crystal, he is adorned in orange doth, symbolizing im-
mortality. While carrying the breath along the region of water, which extends from 
the knees to the anus, and holding the syllable "Va" in the mind, Kapha types 
should meditate upon Vishnu in his form as Narayana, the preserver of the uni-
verse. He is always ready to grant wishes for fertility, procreation, and wealth.

The Shakti power of the svadhisthana chakra is Rakini. Her skin is pale pink in 
color and she is adorned in a brilliant red sari and exquisite precious stones. Her 
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four hands hold the following objects: an arrow, shot from the bow of Kama, the 
Lord of love, which symbolizes the sensual prowess as well as the piercing pain of 
love-related emotions; a skull, which symbolizes being emotionally indiscrimi-
nate- a condition that accompanies the lovelorn and emotionally attached; a drum, 
which represents the birth of universal music, art, and rhythm; and an axe, which 
represents both a labor-intensive existence and the implacable stamina that cuts 
through all obstacles.

The Kapha female has the rare gift of being both lover and mother to her spouse. 
The Kapha male shares an equally exceptional position as great lover and nurtur-
ing father. Meditation upon Rakini Shakti allows Kapha to access its maternal and 
yet erotic nature, as well as its instinct for work (symbolized by the axe), persever-
ance, and the protection of the human family.

Brahma, the presiding deity of the muladhara chakra, is exquisitely golden in color 
and boasts four heads, which represent the four directions of the universe. In the 
Vedic trilogy, Brahma is considered the creator. Kapha may meditate upon Brahma 
and visualize His firm golden body and four heads. He is the one who inspires the 
stoic and dharmic nature of action. Dakini, the Shakti potential of Brahma, has 
pink skin and is adorned in either yellow-peach or vermillion. Her eyes are bright 
red. While she is often depicted as fearsome, she should be visualized in her benefi-
cent aspect. In one of her two left hands she holds a trident, symbolizing her triune 
nature as creator, preserver, and destroyer. In her other left hand she holds a skull 
indicating detachment from fear of death. In her upper right hand she holds a 
sword, symbolizing the overcoming of difficulties and the destruction of igno-
rance. Her other right hand holds a shield as protection against problems.

Kapha people are the sole heirs of sensuality. Whereas sensuality is a mental exer-
cise for Vata and a desired condition for Pitta, it is the natural state of Kapha's exis-
tence. These types will innocently flirt with everyone and everything. They are in-
herently fresh and unobstructed in their primal flow of sexual energy. They are the 
procreators of karma and the beneficiaries of kama, sensual desire.

Like all of Kapha's engulfing tendencies, their quest for love may imprison others 
if they do not develop alertness to the nature of those they embrace. They are, after 
all, the wide bosoms of maternal and material consolations. Generally Kapha types 

make wonderful partners for all the types. A Kapha is considered the prime catch 
for a good marriage. A suitable partner for Kapha must be strong and have vital 
sexual prowess as well as a need for many offspring.

Career

The balance of the solar energy of Mars and the lunar energy of Mercury, which 
respectively belong to the muladhara and the svadhisthana chakras, make Kapha 
people the most suited to familial responsibilities. They are the natural providers 
of the nurturing and sustaining home. These people are often called the salt of the 
earth; true to that phrase, they guard and protect their loved ones through thick 
and thin. But they need to be careful not to transgress their limits and allow their 
mothering to turn into smothering.

Attachments are necessary for the task of nurturing, but water people must remain 
alert to their impulse of holding on too tightly and too long. Their natural ten-
dency to forage and provide must be tempered with discretion. Kapha becomes 
attached to material possessions simply for the insatiable need to store. It is natural 
to plan ahead for the winter years, but Kapha's need to accumulate arises from a 
strong psychological urge to conserve, and this need quickly expands to mountain-
ous hoarding. It is a typical syndrome for Kapha types to prepare food for twenty 
people when six are expected for dinner. Their need to give is often accompanied 
by a wasteful generosity. Overcompensation is Kapha's trademark.

Kapha works best in situations that demand stamina and nurturing. They are natu-
ral teachers and parents. They excel as healers and chefs. They are great task force 
workers for organizations, as well as accountants, technicians, and production fa-
cilitators. They have the sublime gift of being able to combine their earthy qualities 
with the fine arts of dance, poetry, and music. True to their nature of bhuvar loka, 
the earthly plane, they are lofty people with both feet firmly planted on the 
ground.
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Seasonal and Daily Activities

If it were possible, Kapha would find a way to have all the activities of life come to 
them. Kapha deliberates every move before it is executed, for fear that too much 
energy will be expended. Their most cherished activities are finely tuned basic pat-
terns, such as journeying from the bed to the refrigerator, and moving, slowly and 
with precision, the hand from plate to mouth, while in a luxurious reclining pose. 
Often these activities are in stark contrast to their amazing ability to outlast all oth-
ers in arduous work, should circumstances demand. They are truly motivated by 
the earnest need to help and embrace others. Unlike their Pitta counterparts, they 
do not operate from well-planned ulterior motives, nor do they look for great 
gains from their actions. However, a lack of acknowledgment or a graceless atti-
tude in exchange for work well done will greatly displease them.

Late winter and early spring is Kapha season, and this is when most of its difficul-
ties arise. During this time, when nature is about to break free from the earth's 
bondage, the Kapha person feels thunderously lethargic. It is imperative to set up 
the year so that this time of upheaval becomes nurturing. Kapha needs to make a 
firm commitment to maintaining a non-sedentary life. Activities such as garden-
ing, sports, spring and fall cleaning and redecorating are all suited to the Kapha 
temperament. Kapha types need to see valid and immediate results for their work, 
and thus going to formalized programs such as the gym or exercise classes do not 
work for them.

From 6:00 to 10:00 mornings and evenings, when the universe is most likened to 
the Kapha personality, a dramatic increase of Kapha tendencies occurs. Their en-
ergy becomes intense, heavy, and rooted. These types need to define clear-cut 
schedules and will themselves into maintaining consistency. The most harmonious 
day for Kapha begins with an early morning shower, meditation, and yoga or a 
physical workout. Breakfast should consist of suitable teas, with a light, crisp meal, 
if any. Kapha's main repast should be a large and healthy lunch followed by a brief 
walk. Upon returning to their normal work schedule, an even pace should be main-
tained until day's end. A light supper should be taken. If the meal is too heavy or 
eaten too late, Kapha will naturally submit to the sluggish slumbering energy 
prevalent during that time. The most certain way to transcend these danger times 

is for Kapha types to have a committed schedule of classes, workshops, and so on, 
to either attend or initiate themselves.

Early to bed and early to rise is the best maxim for Kapha. If Kapha types remain 
in bed after 6:00 A.M., they become trapped in Kapha-time and sabotage all hopes 
of being properly motivated for the day. Even though these types need more sleep 
than others before feeling refreshed, an excellent sadhana to improve the will is to 
maintain a rest schedule of no more than seven hours nightly.

Kapha's optimum meal times begin with breakfast at 8 to 9 A.M., lunch at 1P.M., a 
snack at 4 P.M., and dinner at 6 P.M.

Due to the influences of the muladhara and the svadhisthana chakras, Kapha types 
normally sleep an average of eight to twelve hours nightly on the stomach or in 
the fetal position. (For yoga asanas suited to Kapha types, see Diet for Natural 
Beauty.)
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SECTION 6

DAILY ROUTINES

These routines exemplify the way we should spend our time according to the 
Ayurvedic ideal. If you are working a typical nine-to-five job, which does not per-
mit much flexibility, then perform these practices to the best of your ability in the 
time that is available to you. For example, you can observe the morning and eve-
ning sadhanas in full.  You may also observe these practices fully during your days 
off.

DAILY PRACTICE FOR VATA

Times of Increased Pressure: ! 2:00-6:00 A.M. and P.M.

" " " " " September, October, and November

" " " " " Old age

" " " " " Rainy, damp weather

10:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.

Activity and work time

Attend meetings and communicate with others in 
general

Do chores and errands of the day

12:00-1:00 P.M. Lunch peacefully and calmly: eat slowly and enjoy 
your food

2:00-4:00 P.M.

Rest; enjoy the stillness and pleasant sounds

Take a nap

Do gentle yoga stretches 

Meditate or chant

Garner thoughts in stillness

4:00-4:30 P.M. 
Tea Time

5:00-6:00 P.M. Time to reflect on the day, wind down; plan ahead
Continue work activities

6:00-7:00 P.M. 
Have dinner with friends or family

7:00-7:30 P.M. Take a nurturing evening brew

7:00-10:00 P.M.

Take gentle after-dinner walks or perform other 
relaxing activity

Wind down

Do evening pranayama 

Meditate or do aromatherapy*

9:00 -10:00 P.M. Retire

Be especially mindful and alert during autumn and early winter.Be especially mindful and alert during autumn and early winter.

" " " " "
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VATA IDEAL ROUTINEVATA IDEAL ROUTINE

6:00-7:00 A.M.

Rise promptly on awakening

Engage in calming activities 

Perform a gentle dry-brush body scrub twice a 
week

Take a warm bath with bath oils

Massage body gently with sesame oil or natural 
body lotion

Perform morning pranayama and gentle yoga 
asanas

7:00-8:00 A.M.
Have breakfast

*See my book, Diet for Natural Beauty, for your aromatherapy.



DAILY PRACTICE FOR PITTA

Times of Increased Pressure: ! 12:00-2:00 A.M. and P.M.

" " " " " Mid-April, May, June, July, and August 

" " " " " Mid-life

" " " " " Hot, humid weather

PITTA IDEAL ROUTINEPITTA IDEAL ROUTINE

6:00-7:00 A.M.

Arise promptly on awakening 

Engage in calming activities: 

Perform a gentle dry-brush body scrub three times 
a week 

Take a cool shower or bath 

Apply mild natural lotions and sandalwood 
powder to body 

Perform morning pranayama and meditation 

Do yoga asanas or run

7:00-8:00 A.M.
Have breakfast

10:00 A.M.-2:00 P.M.

Engage in work-related activities, communication, 
etc. 

Engage in contemplative activities; remain calm 
and alert 

Perform even-tempered workout 

Do creative, non-stressful work (artwork and other 
visual activities are generally calming) 

Exercise care and sensitivity while dealing with 
others during this time

12:00-1:00 P.M. Have a peaceful and quiet lunch

2:00-4 P.M. Engage in work details, communication, meetings

3:00-4 P.M. Present ideas and proposals during this time

4:00-4:30 P.M. Break for tea or snack

4:00-5:00 P.M.
Regroup; sit back and assess your success or lack 
of success (very important for Pittas).  Hold the 
reins of your fire close to your chest at this time. 
Time to reflect on the day,wind down; plan ahead

6:00-7:00 P.M. Have dinner with friends or family

7:00-9:00 P.M. Take a long walk, engage in soothing activities 
Reduce activities: reading/work preparation

8:00-8:30 P.M Take a nurturing evening brew

9:00-10:00 P.M.

Perform bedtime pranayama and meditation or 
aromatherapy 

Do evening yoga asanas

10:00-10:30 P.M. Retire

Be especially mindful and alert during late spring, summer and rainy season.Be especially mindful and alert during late spring, summer and rainy season.

*See my book, Diet for Natural Beauty, for your aromatherapy.
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" " " "

DAILY PRACTICE FOR KAPHA

Times of Increased Pressure: ! 6:00-10:00 A.M. and P.M.

" " " " " December, January, February, March, mid-April 

" " " " " Childhood, youth

" " " " " Cold, damp weather

KAPHA IDEAL ROUTINEKAPHA IDEAL ROUTINE

6:00-8:00 A.M.

Rise promptly on awakening 

Engage in vital activities: 

Perform a vigorous dry-brush body scrub daily 

Take a warm shower 

Massage body with a mild natural body lotion 

Perform morning pranayama 

Do 30 minutes of yoga asanas or run or do some 
active sports (do something stimulating first thing 
each day)

8:00 A.M.-9 A.M.
Have a light breakfast

9:00 A.M.-1:00 P.M. Engage in normal work activities of the day

1:00-2:00 P.M. Have a hearty meal

3:00-6:00 P.M. Perform normal activities of the day

4:00-4:30 P.M. Afternoon tea

7:00-8:00 P.M. Light dinner with family

8:00-9:00 P.M.

Participate in a consistent evening program outside 
of the home (do not nap or watch TV during or 
after dinner)

Join yoga groups and engage in stimulating 
lectures or events

9:00-10:00 P.M.

Wind down 

Perform evening pranayama  

Meditate or pray 

Retire

Be especially alert and active during winter and early spring.Be especially alert and active during winter and early spring.
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SECTION 7

YOUR BODY TYPE

The five elements congregate in each individual in patterns of energy known as 
doshas, which rule the functions of the body. Teaching the doshas is the science of 
Ayurveda, the earth's oldest extant tradition of healing, healthful living, and lon-
gevity. Understanding the doshas helps us understand how to achieve health and 
remain healthy.

Knowing which dosha is dominant in your body helps you understand your physi-
cal rhythms. All Ayurvedic diagnosis begins with the doshas, a classic example of 
energy and matter in dynamic accord. The literal meaning of dosha in Sanskrit is 
"toxicity" or "impurity," since doshas become visible usually when they are in a 
state of imbalance. In a state of balance or health, we cannot detect the doshas. In a 
state of imbalance or disequilibrium, the doshas become visible as mucus, bile, 
wind, and all bodily discharges. If we ignore these early signs of disorder, imbal-
ances can quickly become full-blown disease.

The three doshas coexist to varying degrees in all living organisms, and each is 
formed by a union of two elements in dynamic balance. Air and space, both ethe-
real elements, form the vata dosha. In vata dosha, air expresses its kinetic power of 
mobility which is vata's physio-psychological nature. Dryness is an attribute of mo-
tion and when excessive, it introduces irregularity, changeability into the body and 
mind. The element of fire forms the dosha known as pitta. In pitta dosha, fire ex-
presses its transformational power, which is pitta's physio-psychological nature. 

Heat is an attribute of transformation and when in full force, it produces irritabil-
ity, impatience of the body and mind. In kapha dosha, water expresses a stabiliz-
ing force. Heaviness is an attribute of stability, which is kapha's physio-
psychological nature. Excessive heaviness introduces lethargy into the body and 
mind.

Each dosha also has a primary function in the body. Vata is the moving force, pitta 
is the force of assimilation, and kapha is the force of stability. Together they are an 
impressive example of seemingly adversarial forces coexisting in potential har-
mony. Vata is the most dominant dosha in the body, since air, its main element, is 
much more pervasive in the world than fire and water. Vata tends to go out of bal-
ance much more quickly than pitta and kapha. Vata governs bodily movement, the 
nervous system, and the life force. Without vata's mobility in the body, pitta and 
kapha would be rendered lame. It is most influenced by the rajas principle. Rajas is 
one of the three gunas, the primary constituents of nature, and it is the activity-
oriented principle.

Pitta governs enzymatic and hormonal activities, and is responsible for digestion, 
pigmentation, body temperature, hunger, thirst, and sight. Pitta acts as a balancing 
force for vata and kapha and is most influenced by the sattva principle, which is 
the principle of peacefulness, and is the highest of all. Kapha governs the body's 
structure and stability. It lubricates joints, provides moisture to the skin, heals 
wounds, and regulates vata and pitta. Kapha is most influenced by the principle of 
tamas, which is the principle of inertia.

Vata, pitta, and kapha pervade the entire body, but their primary domains are in 
the lower, middle, and upper body, respectively. Vata dominates the lower body, 
pelvic region, colon, bladder, urinary tract, thighs, legs, arms, bones, and nervous 
system. Pitta pervades the chest, umbilical area, lower stomach, small intestine, 
sweat and sebaceous glands, and blood. Kapha rules the head, neck, thorax, chest, 
upper stomach, fat tissues, lymph glands, and joints.

Apart from its main site, each dosha has four secondary sites located in different 
areas of the body. Together, these five sites are considered to be each dosha's cen-
ters of operation, which include the various support systems through which the 
entire body functions.
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The doshas interact continuously with the external elements to replenish their en-
ergy within the body. Each of the dosha’s five sites has a specific responsibility to-
ward the maintenance of the organism. 

Doshas also exist in the more subtle aspects of the body and universe, such as the 
life force and the mind. Thus they are energetically much more influential in the 
maintenance of our overall health than their mere physiological expressions 
would suggest. In fact, as they manifest within the physical body, they continually 
need to be cleansed out of the body in order to maintain harmonious internal 
rhythms.

Each of the dosha's sites is located within organs where its energy and function are 
manifested the most. The primary seat of vata, for example, is the large intestine. 
The air of the colon also affects the kidneys, bladder, bones, thighs, ears, and nerv-
ous system. Vata's four remaining seats are the skin, lungs, throat, and stomach.

The stomach is pitta's main seat in the body. The fire of the stomach affects the 
small intestine, duodenum, gall bladder, liver, spleen, pancreas, and sebaceous 
glands. Other seats for pitta are the blood, heart, eyes, and skin.

Kapha's main seat is also the stomach; the water of the stomach affects the lymph 
glands and fat tissues. Other sites for kapha are the lungs, heart, tongue, joints, 
and head. The water of the head also affects the nose, throat, and sinuses.

Since each dosha is formed from two elements, it bears the qualities of both. Vata 
types, for example, influenced by the reigning elements of air and space, tend to 
be free-spirited and somewhat ungrounded. Pitta types are generally fast, fluid, 
and fiery, patterned as they are after fire and water. And those in whom kapha is 
dominant tend to be slow and methodical, since they are heavily affected by the 
characteristics of their main elements, water and earth. Every moment of every 
day, we are able to see the doshas in action through the elemental qualities we find 
in ourselves and the environment.
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Pitta (like fire) 

oily hot light intense fluid

ELEMENTAL SOURCE OF METABOLIC TYPES

Vata (air/space) 

Pitta (fire/water) 

Kapha (water/earth)

Kapha (like water) 

wet cool heavy stable smooth

Vata (like wind) dry

cold light mobile rough



SECTION 8

YOUR AYURVEDA CONSTITUTION

The dosha that is dominant in you determines your metabolic type.  Knowing 
what type you are provides you with helpful tools for maintaining a healthy life of 
balance. It also helps in diagnosing disease.  Although disease has numerous 
causes, including genetic, environmental, and karmic factors, irritation of the dos-
has will always affect your health. The proportion to which vata, pitta, and kapha 
exist within you is what makes your constitution different from someone else's.

Your constitution is determined at birth by the states of balance or imbalance of 
your parents' rhythms during conception, as well as from the particular permuta-
tions of the five elements in the sperm and ovum at the time of conception. Once 
you are born, your constitution remains constant throughout your lifetime, but the 
condition of your doshas can change owing to disharmonious factors in your life-
style and environment. The practices of sadhana can help bring the doshas back 
into a state of harmony and they certainly can help maintain your health.

Vata types have hair that is thin and dry and often kinky or frizzy. Their skin has a 
grayish hue. They tend to be thin and angular, because they're formed by the 
wind, like a lean desert plant. Their eyes are usually brown, narrow, and uneven in 
shape, and their skin is always dry around the eyes. Likewise, they often have dry, 
cracked skin. Vata types have trouble putting o n weight and often seem mentally 
distracted. Generally their physical problems are in the lower body—the large in-

testine and colon—because that's the seat of vata. They tend to have conditions 
such as constipation, insomnia, flatulence, arthritis, and osteoporosis.

Their greatest strength is their strong and sensitive spirit. They strive for inner free-
dom and are generally environmentally and spiritually attuned. They have deep 
faith and are generally flexible and adaptable to life's varying situations.

The pitta type will tend to have straight hair that is reddish in color. Does this 
mean that if you're of African descent you can't be pitta? Of course not. The Indian 
people who developed Ayurveda were people of color and of course pitta types 
can be dark-skinned and light-skinned. Even if you are dark-skinned and have es-
sentially black hair, there may be a reddish tinge to the hair; it can be straight, but 
it will get prematurely gray. Pitta skin may have a reddish tone as well, and regard-
less of the underlying skin color, it will be oily and warm.

Pitta types tend to be shapelier and more athletic than vata or kapha types. Their 
body has the shape of an inverted triangle—broad-shouldered and slim-hipped. 
They tend to eat spicy, pungent foods, and sweat a lot. They can be moderate in 
weight. Pittas can have brown or hazel eyes, or greenish ones like tigers. They may 
be fiery or volatile or aggressive in temperament. Their physical problems are gen-
erally related to the stomach, liver, spleen and small intestine—hyperacidity, diar-
rhea, poor sight, skin rashes, liver, spleen, and blood disorders are some of the com-
mon complaints of pitta types. Their strengths are that of good physical stamina, 
strong intelligence, and mental focus. They also tend to be successful, courageous, 
and practical in their dealings.

Kapha types are the most voluptuous, with abundant, wavy hair. They have what 
I call a "moonlit" complexion, meaning that the hue is very fair regardless of color. 
Many dark people have translucent skin that looks as if the moon is reflected in it. 
Their eyelashes are long and curled, and the eyes themselves tend to be big pools. 
They have a cool and complacent temperament. They have moist skin that can be 
oily, but is always cool; their hands and feet are typically cool. The weak spot for 
kapha is in the upper body: lungs, throat, thyroid, and tonsils. They tend to be sus-
ceptible to conditions such as colds, coughs, allergies, tonsillitis, and bronchitis. 
Their strengths are those of physical and maternal endurance, calmness, and pa-
tience. Humility, nurturance, and fortitude are common kapha virtues.
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I myself am a vata-pitta type. My skin tends to be dry. I have a strong, spiritual 
temperament, with a deep love for my inner freedom. I can be impatient. My 
lower body is my weakest part as it was also the site of my cancer condition.

My mother is also a vata-pitta type and I have inherited many of her qualities. My 
father is a pitta-kapha type and I have inherited his abundant, wavy kapha locks, 
his quick and alert mind, and his tendency to excel.

The box below summarizes the characteristics of the nine different body types—
vata, pitta, and kapha—and the various combinations o f the three doshas. You 
will also find examples of celebrities who are typical of each metabolic type.

KAPHA
element: water/earth 
energy: cool 
texture: smooth, dense 
temperament: methodical, slow 
emotional strength: maternal, nurturing 
emotional weakness: attachment, greediness 
body type: heavy, compact
complexion: pale, clear
female: Mama Cass Elliot (singer)
male: Jackie Gleason (actor, comedian)

VATA-PITTA
element: dominant, air/space 
subordinate, fire/water
energy: cool 
texture: sometimes dry, sometimes oily, 
temperament: sometimes indecisive and sometimes fiery
emotional strength: spiritually inclined, goal-oriented 
emotional weakness: irregular, fearful, and sometimes aggressive 
body type: thin, tall, or lanky
complexion: brownish or yellowish
female: Gwyneth Paltrow (actress) 
male: John Malkovich (actor)

PITTA-VATA
element: dominant, fire/water 
subordinate, air/space
energy: warm 
texture: oily, sometimes dry
temperament: cheerful, sometimes aggressive 
emotional strength: materially adept, goal oriented 
emotional weakness: ambitious, intolerant
body type: moderate to thin, well shaped 
complexion: yellowish or tan
female: Sharon Stone (actress) 
male: Ralph Fiennes (actor)
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VATA
element: air/space 
energy: cold 
texture: dry, rough
temperament: austere, indecisive 
emotional strength: spiritually adept 
emotional weakness: irregularity, fearfulness 
body type: thin, angular, very short or very tall 
complexion: brownish or grayish
female: Iman (model)
male: Woody Allen (director, actor)

PITTA
element: fire/water 
energy: hot 
texture: oily, soft
temperament: fiery, vibrant 
emotional strength: materially adept, visionary 
emotional weakness: indulgent, aggressive
body type: athletic, well shaped 
complexion: yellowish or reddish
female: Andrea McArdle (Broadway actress)
male: Mick Hucknall (lead singer of the band Simply Red)



KAPHA-VATA
element: dominant, water/earth 
subordinate, air/space
energy: cold texture: smooth, dense, sometimes dry and rough 
temperament: extreme tendencies, sometimes methodical and
sometimes indecisive 
emotional strength: nurturing, spiritually inclined 
emotional weakness: unmotivated, attached
body type: moderate to heavy (easy to gain weight) 
complexion: pale, sometimes dark
female: Kathy Bates (actress) 
male: William Conrad (actor)

VATA-KAPHA
element: dominant, air/space 
subordinate, water/earth
energy: cold 
texture: dry, sometimes smooth 
temperament: extreme tendencies, mercurial, irregular 
emotional strength: spiritually adept, maternal
emotional weakness: isolated, fearful
body type: thin to moderate (easy to gain weight, easy to lose weight)
complexion: dark, sometimes pale
female: Whoopi Goldberg (actress, comedian) 
male: Danny DeVito (actor) 

PITTA-KAPHA
element: dominant, fire/water 
subordinate, water/earth
energy: warm 
texture: soft, moist
temperament: decisive, patient
emotional strength: well balanced, materially adept 
emotional weakness: possessive, indulgent
body type: well shaped, moderate to heavy 
complexion: reddish, sometimes pale
female: Drew Barrymore (actress) 
male: Leonardo DiCaprio (actor) 

KAPHA-PITTA
element: dominant, water/earth
subordinate, fire/water
energy: cool, sometimes warm 
texture: smooth, dense, moist
temperament: slow but methodical
emotional strength: excellent stamina, tenacious 
emotional weakness: stubborn, lethargic
body type: solid, curvaceous, and heavy 
complexion: pale, sometimes reddish
female: Rosie O'Donnell (comedian, actress)
male: John Candy (comedian, actor)
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SECTION 9

LOVE YOUR BODY TYPE: 
Are you ready to find your magnificent nature?

Determining your Wise Earth Ayurveda Body Type:

Let’s get started. Move horizontally across each section set out in the Wise Earth 
Ayurveda Body Type Chart and circle the attributes you feel most accurately re-
flect your constitution. 

Then, moving down each of the three columns, count how many attributes you 
circled for each body type.

Whichever column yields the highest score indicates your Ayurveda Body Type. 
For example, if your scores are 10 for Vata, 8 for Pitta, and 5 for Kapha, then your 
Body Type is Vata-Pitta. 

Wise Earth Ayurveda Body Type Chart

VATA PITTA KAPHA

Body Frame
Thin
Irregular
Very short or tall

Medium
Proportionate
Toned

Heavy
Broad
Evenly 
proportioned

Weight Hard to gain
Easy to lose

Easy to gain
Easy to lose

Easy to gain
Hard to lose

Skin
Cold
Dark w/sallow
Tans easily

Warm
Light w/reddish
Sunburns easily

Cool
Fair w/oily
Tans easily

Hair

Dry
Frizzy
Think
Dark

Straight
Fine Reddish
Premature 
balding or 
graying

Oily
Wavy
Thick
Blonde, black or 
dark brown

Eyes

Brown, gray, 
violet or unusual 
color
Small

Green hazel, or 
light brown
Almond shaped

Black, blue, or 
dark brown
Big/sensual

Nails
Dry
Grayish
Ridged

Clear
Well-formed
Pliable

Square
White
Even

Appetite Irregular Intense Consistent

Evacuation
Constipated, 
Irregular, 
Small quantity

Loose
Regular
Large quantity

Slow
Regular
Moderate

Sweat Scanty Profuse Moderate

Stamina Poor
Exertive

Moderate
Driven

Excellent
Lackadaisical

Sleep Poor
Variable

Moderate
Light

Long
Deep
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Determining your Wise Earth Ayurveda

Mental/Emotional Prakriti:

We follow the same process as before. Move horizontally across each section set 
out in the Wise Earth Ayurveda Emotional Prakriti Chart and circle the attributes 
you feel most accurately reflect your constitution.

Then, moving down each of the three columns, count how many attributes you 
circled for each emotional characteristic.

Whichever column yields the highest score indicates your Ayurveda Mental/
Emotional personality. For example, if your scores are 10 for Vata, 8 for Pitta, and 5 
for Kapha, then your Ayurveda Mental/Emotional is Vata-Pitta. 

VATA PITTA KAPHA

Temperament

Fearful
Indecisive
Nervous
Perceptive

Angry
Intelligent
Arrogant
Successful

Greedy
Calm
Stable
Stubborn

Memory Learns quickly
Forgets quickly

Learns quickly
Forgets slowly

Learns slowly
Forgets slowly

Speech Erratic
Talkative

Decisive
Articulate

Slow
Cautious

Spirituality Spiritually-
disciplined

Tendency to 
material wealth

Fundamentally-
minded

Dreams
Flying
Fearful
Erratic

Fiery
Violent
Intense

Watery
Sensual
Long sequences

Sexuality Cold
Variable

Hot
Intense

Warm
Enduring
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SECTION 10

NURTURING EACH METABOLIC TYPE

The rishis gave us wonderful symbols for the three types. Vata is represented by a 
six-pointed star, like the symbol of Sri Yantra or Star of David, pitta by an inverted 
triangle, and kapha by a square. Whatever our type, we can respect and rejoice in 
our own nature and the natures of those around us. In this beautiful universe we 
are able to coexist and complement each other because of our differences and vul-
nerabilities. From the standpoint of sadhana, our vulnerabilities can become our 
greatest strengths, because when we recognize that we have a soft spot we can al-
low ourselves to grow to a deeper level of consciousness.

The Indian poet Kalidasa puts it this way: "In the birth of the Himalayas, the 
boundless jewel among mountains, only one fault exists, that of the snow. But like 
the immense splendor of the moon, whose luminous light drowns out its dots, 
coldness could never be the destroyer of her beauty." Like the snow, vulnerability 
cannot destroy the beauty of the boundless jewel of our anatomy. It is an intrinsic 
part of human nature. We tend to be self-conscious and try to hide our sensitivi-
ties, which actually can make them more entrenched and potentially harmful. 
When we can allow our tenderness to show, the universe sends its healing energies 
to nurture and support us.

The Ayurvedic principle of "like increases like" helps us nourish our individual 
rhythms and achieve balance in our lives. According to this principle, we are also 
nurtured by the elements and inclinations that are not innate to our metabolic 

type. Just as an individual who has a predominant quality of air in her nature has 
to work on building more stability, one who is extremely fiery should develop 
more moderation in his activities. We should avoid the intake of things that are 
like our own qualities, qualities that we already have, and increase the intake of 
things that are unlike our constitutional attributes. The chart below lists the proper-
ties that nurture each metabolic type.

VATA IS NURTURED BY:VATA IS NURTURED BY:

Elements fire, water, and earth

Tastes sweet, sour and salty

Qualities consistency, moisture, weightiness, smoothness, heat

PITTA IS NURTURED BY:PITTA IS NURTURED BY:

Elements water, air, space, and earth

Tastes sweet, astringent and bitter

Qualities
calmness, coolness, dryness, aromatic fragrance, 

lightness

KAPHA IS NURTURED BY:KAPHA IS NURTURED BY:

Elements fire, air, and space

Tastes bitter, astringent, pungent

Qualities lightness, mobility, dryness, stimulation, detachment
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SECTION 11

NURTURING YOUR PERSONAL 
RHYTHMS

These balancing principles are to be applied especially during your most vulner-
able seasons. There are six seasons according to Ayurveda: Sprint, Summer, Early 
Fall (Rainy Season), Autumn, Early Winter and Late Winter. Each dosha is in-
creased in its own season. These are times of increased opportunity to gain a 
deeper understanding of our inner rhythms. The vata seasons are early fall and 
autumn. The pitta seasons are spring and summer. The kapha seasons are early 
and late winter. Follow the recommendations presented below that are most appro-
priate to your dominant metabolic type, as determined in the previous exercise. 
Depending on your imbalances and seasonal needs, you may choose to engage 
from time to time in the nourishing regimens of doshas other than yours, but once 
your most dominant dosha is brought into a state of balance, it will pull the secon-
dary doshas into alignment.

For Vata Type—Nourishing Quick & Irregular Rhythms 

Balancing Principle:  Stability

• Maintain a steady routine around eating and sleeping habits. 

• Buffer yourself against cold, damp, and wet environments. 

• Make an effort to embrace warmth, love, and healthy rituals and routines.

• Choose only the activities that create ease and allow you adequate time to com-
plete them.  

• Take ample rest. 

• Eat wholesome, fresh, warm, moist, and nourishing foods.  

• Avoid bitter, cold, fermented, stale, and raw foods.

• Embrace stability and freshness.

For Pitta Type—Nourishing Fast & Decisive Rhythms 

Balancing Principle:  Moderation

• Rise with the sun and go to bed by 10 P.M.

• Plan activities ahead to avoid time pressure.

• Ease yourself out of all stressful activities; maintain only projects that create 
ease.

• Eat wholesome, moderately cool or warm, substantial, and calming foods.

• Avoid hot, spicy, oily, salty, fermented, and stale foods. 

• Avoid the use of stimulants.

• Shield yourself against hot, humid, and stressful environments.

• Embrace serenity and calmness.

For Kapha Type—Nourishing Slow & Methodical Rhythms 

Balancing Principle:  Stimulation

• Engage in stimulating physical exercise every day. 

• Open yourself to new and invigorating experiences. 

• Rise with the sun every day. 

• Eat wholesome, light, warm, pungent, and stimulating foods. 

• Avoid cold, oily, rich, and excessively sour or salty foods. 

• Buffer yourself against cold, damp, and wet environments. 

• Unburden yourself of all old loads and lighten your heart

• Embrace mobility and joy.
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